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ABSTRACT

Because of the tremendous growth of Chinese international students’ enrollment in
American higher education and the rapid rise and development of Pathway programs in
American universities, I determined the main purpose of this research was to determine the
experiences of three Chinese international students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public
four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. Three research questions were addressed:
1. How do three Chinese international students describe their academic experiences in a
Graduate Pathway program in the U.S.?
2. How do these students describe differences in their learning experiences between the
U.S. and China?
3. How do these students describe their co-curricular experiences in a Graduate Pathway
program in the U.S.?
To better understand the experiences and challenges of international students, I conducted
a qualitative exploratory study to examine the experiences of three Chinese international
students, using narrative representations of those experiences.
I collected data through in-depth interviews. I used reflexive thematic analysis to analyze
the data. I identified eight broad themes in this study: accomplishment, resources, instructional
style, ambitions, lifestyle, social interactions, institutional support, and culture shock. Across
these themes, students’ stories revealed their thoughts, beliefs, comprehensions, and factors
motivating them to face challenges. In my representation of their narratives, I intertwined my
vi

personal recollections as a Chinese international student, illustrating shared commonalities and
differences.
Leadership, faculty, and staff at universities and language training institutes must
understand how Chinese international students experience academic learning and co-curricular
experiences in the U.S., what challenges they face, and what supports are needed from
universities and language training institutes for them to achieve academic success.
The Chinese international students participating in this study recommended changes to
the Graduate Pathway program: (a) improve academic training quality, (b) provide daily
language training, and (c) promote student services support. Their recommendations informed
the implications of the study both for improving practice in the Graduate Pathway program and
for potential future research related to Undergraduate Pathway programs and increased online
learning.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

知我者，谓我心忧；
不知我者，谓我何求（诗经·王风·黍离）
Those who knew me, said I was sad at heart.
Those who did not know me, said I was seeking something.

I had my first impression of “going abroad” after my best friend went to Finland when I
was ten years old. In the early 1990s, in China, going abroad meant forever parting from a child.
I asked my mother, “Can I go to Finland with my best friend?” She looked at me with shock.
Even though the economy of China had advanced since China’s reform and opening up, the
annual income for my whole family was approximately $300 USD because both of my parents
were working at a government university.
In 2001, one of my best friends in high school went to study in New Zealand. I cried for
weeks and then decided to have a conversation with my parents regarding my “study abroad”
plan. This conversation quickly turned into a heated argument, which ended with my father
saying, “Do not say anything about going abroad in the future because you have no self-survival
ability at all.”
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Over the next ten years, I pursued a bachelor’s degree and then while I was working on
my first master’s degree in philosophy, I worked at a job arranged for me by my parents. I rode
my bicycle on the same road every day to a job I did not like. I cannot recall my mood at that
time, but I know I had never forgotten my dreams to go abroad; I buried them deep in my heart.
In 2009, a professor at the University of South Florida (USF) invited me to attend an
activity right before I graduated. I obtained the visa and came to the United States for seven
days. This experience changed my life; the campus of the University of South Florida was as
beautiful as in my dreams, causing my suppressed emotions to explode because of this strange
familiarity. It was then I decided I would fulfill my dream to study abroad at the University of
South Florida.
I spent a lot of time making a two-year study abroad plan and then had a serious
conversation with my parents. Unexpectedly, both agreed with my thoughts. My mother said,
"After so many years, you still have not given up on your dreams. Because of that, we believe you
will be successful!” My father told me, “We always look forward to seeing you achieve greater
academic success, and we think you are ready for it now.”
However, difficulties followed as I had not practiced English for many years. My overall
GRE score was good due to a high score on the math section. However, the TOFEL test became
my biggest challenge. I was not able to improve the listening and speaking scores in a short time.
Fortunately, I heard that the INTO USF, which was established in 2009, provided English
training for international students. What appealed to me the most about this program was their
Academic English level four, which can replace the TOEFL score to meet the minimum entry
requirements for master’s level studies at USF. I applied as an international student and received
the offer letter from the Academic English program at INTO USF in 2010.
2

My flight from China to the U.S. was on August 25, 2010. It was my first time leaving
home. I had two giant suitcases, each weighing 100 pounds, a carry-on, and a backpack with my
laptop in it. My parents accompanied me to Beijing international airport. Before I went through
security, I turned around to see my mother following me to the entrance. She said, “Do not
worry; mom is here.” I quickly waved and turned around because I did not want her to see my
tears.
Before 2010, I was a typical Chinese citizen who had an arranged life to live. The
summer in 2010 was still hot and humid, but my whole life track was suddenly plunged into the
unknown. I had no idea what I would face or where my future would lead, but I had the support
and high expectations from my parents, my courage, and the American dream.
Rationale
According to the 2019 Open Doors Report on International Education Exchange from the
Institute of International Education (IIE), the total number of international students studying in
the United States (U.S.) was 1,095,299 (Figure 1). Compared to 2017-2018, this represents a .5%
increase. In the 2018-2019, 34% (369,548) of the total number of international students studying
in the U.S. were from China. In fact, China has been the leading place of origin of international
students studying in the U.S. for nine years in a row (Institute of International Education, 2019).
Figure 2 illustrates the top 25 places of origin of international students for 2018-2019
(https://www.iie.org/Research-and-Insights/Open-Doors/Fact-Sheets-and-Infographics/FastFacts).
International students pay out-of-state tuition and fees. The 2018-2019 NAFSA (2020)
International Student Economic Value Tool reported while international students only make up
5% of overall U.S. college enrollments, the 1,094,792 international students studying at U.S.
3

colleges and universities contribute $41 billion to the U.S. economy and support 458,290 jobs.
According to the “Fall 2018 International Student Enrollment Tot Topics Survey” (Baer, 2018, p.
2), institutions reported they are committed to recruiting in the Asian market by prioritizing
international student outreach and recruitment in Asia, particularly China (65% of responding
institutions) for 2019.
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Figure 1. Total Number of International Students in the United States, 1979/80-2018/19

Figure 2. Top 25 Places of Origin of International Students, 2018/19
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International students are a critical enrollment market for the U.S. Some colleges and
universities that accept international students who have a lack of English language skills are
providing English language training (ESL) courses on campus to prepare students for
coursework (Howarth, 2017). These host universities partner with for-profit educational service
providers to offer international students university-affiliated services with a prescribed set of
courses, English language training, and co-curricular preparations for future graduate study
(Miller, Berkey, & Griffin, 2015). Although many American universities initiated programs
intended to facilitate cultural, social, and academic adjustments of international students, these
programs may get unsatisfactory results because culturally different students may find them hard
to use (Pedersen, 1991).
International students who are at different levels of study (graduate, undergraduate,
language institute, etc.) face different challenges, constraints, and barriers. International graduate
students experience higher levels of stress and challenges than undergraduate internationals
because of personal and institutional factors involved in graduate work, such as age, marital
status, personal interest, life goals, motivation levels, and past learning experiences in Chinese
college and university (Yeh, 2004).
Researchers have well documented the challenges (Bradley, 2018; Fass-Holmes &
Vaughn, 2014; Jackson, Ray, & Bybell, 2013; Johnson, 2008; Lin, 2012; Rawlings & Sue,
2013). Language, communication, and social differences may restrict international students from
getting involved in campus activities, deter them from interacting with other students, and limit
their participation in classroom discussions (Fass-Holmes & Vaughn, 2014; Sablan, 2014).
Cultural differences may prevent international students from understanding or accepting
American styles of communication and social interaction. Moreover, alienation may lead to high
5

levels of homesickness, social isolation, and unhappiness (Fass-Holmes & Vaughn, 2014;
Sablan, 2014). It is essential for American universities to be aware of common characteristics
international students have and understand the challenges international students face.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research was to gain insight into the experiences of three
Chinese students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public four-year university in the
Southeastern U.S. The research questions guiding this study were:
1.

How do three Chinese international students describe their academic experiences

in a Graduate Pathway program in the U.S.?
2.

How do these students describe differences in their learning experiences between

the U.S. and China?
3.

How do these students describe their co-curricular experiences in a Graduate

Pathway program in the U.S.?
Significance of the Study
There is tremendous growth of Chinese students’ enrollment in higher education in the
U.S. and a rapid rise and development of Pathway programs in American universities and
colleges. Through this study, I provided insight into the academic and co-curricular experiences
of three Chinese graduate students in a Pathway program. The experiences of these students and
their stories informed American universities and colleges’ understandings of the academic and
social supports needed to assist students in achieving academic success.
Conceptual Framework
A conceptual framework consists of concepts, assumptions, and expectations that support
and inform a research study (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Robson, 2011). Miles and Huberman
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(1994) noted that a conceptual framework explains “key factors, concepts, or variables” as well
as “presumed relationships among them” (p. 18). For this study, I identified three elements that
informed the study: challenges, supports, and Pathway programs (Figure 3). The literature I
reviewed for this study more fully details these factors.

Linguistic
Cultural differences
Educational systems

Challenges

On campus supports
Off campus supports

Supports

Academic programs
Co-curricular programs

Pathway
Programs

Figure 3. Elements That Affect Academic Success for Chinese International Students

Researchers well-documented the challenges international students face in the U.S.
Womujuni’s (2007) study of challenges international students face in adjusting to their new
status as graduate students identified seven challenges in addition to inadequate financial
resources: (1) unsatisfactory accommodation; (2) lack of culturally specific programs; (3)
unfamiliarity with the new educational system; (4) limited English proficiency; (5) undeveloped
infrastructure for on-going Orientation; (6) insufficient health services information; and (7)
unavailability of international student mentoring programs.
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In a study of faculty advisors' experiences with international graduate students, Nguyen
(2013) found limited English proficiency, which is a barrier to students whose first language is
not English, can cause miscommunication and misunderstanding. Besides the language barrier,
Nguyen found differences between educational systems were another common problem
encountered by international graduate students.
Sun (2017) analyzed data collected from 127 international students from five higher
education institutions in North Texas to investigate international students' living and studying
experience. Sun concluded the significant challenges experienced by international students were
educational system differences and making friends with American students.
Chinese international students studying in American universities assume they will
encounter the same learning experiences they had in China. Rawlings and Sue (2013) looked at
the preparedness of Chinese students for American culture and communicating in English. They
determined most of the Chinese international students had no idea of the academic challenges
and increased difficulties from cultural differences they were going to face during their studies in
American colleges and universities.
The second element of the conceptual framework refers to the concept of academic and
co-curricular support. Sun’s (2017) study of international students' experience in higher
education in North Texas found that support from instructors, connecting international students
with American students, and the local community can help international students achieve
academic success. Similarly, Awosanya’s (2018) case study indicated schools should provide
scholarships and integrate international students into different activities on campus, offer better
orientation, and strengthen communication between university and community to address
international students' challenges and help them achieve academic success. Furthermore, Saint8

Phard’s (2017) qualitative study found assistance from the community, the university system,
family, international students' hope for the future, and their faith can bring them success.
The third element is the Pathway programs. There is limited research related to Pathway
programs within the U.S. Due to the increasingly globalized environment and the diverse needs
of students, the Pathway program can pose novel cross-cultural learning experiences for
international students (Miller, Berkey, & Griffin, 2015). In examining the social integration of
international Chinese students and comparing those who participated in the ESL program and
those who did not, Howarth (2017) found that Pathway students have less acculturative stress
and are more socially active in their college community than other degree-seeking students; even
the graduation rates and grade point averages are similar. Howarth suggested Pathway programs
offer positive benefits for a university.
Investigating the challenges Chinese international students face was the best way to
ensure these students understand linguistic, cultural, and academic differences. Looking at one
American institution's support and programs provided by the Pathway helped me understand
how these elements can improve the Chinese international students’ experiences to achieve
academic success in the Pathway program.
Overview of Research Design
This was a qualitative study utilizing narrative interviews to collect data. Qualitative
approaches are suitable for probing deeply into a research setting to gain a deeper understanding
of the way things are, why they are that way, and how participants in the context perceive them
(Mills & Gay, 2016). Through interviews, the qualitative researcher can gather descriptions of
the life-world of interviewees concerning their interpretation of the meaning of a described
phenomenon (Hammarberg, Kirkman, & de Lacey, 2016). Varieties of interview forms are
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useful for different research purposes. Since in this study, I was to collect the stories from
interviewees, I used narrative interviews, which center on the stories the subjects tell, to collect
my data.
Definitions of Key Terms
DSO - Designated school officials. According to the U.S. Homeland Security (2019), one
requirement for a school to be SEVP-certified is the school must have dedicated employees for
supporting and overseeing enrolled F and M students. These employees are known as DSOs.
Federal regulations require the DSO to update and maintain international student records in
SEVIS. A DSO, who is on campus, assists international students avoid problems by helping
them do things through required processes, such as applying for a driver's license, using for a
Social Security number, working in the U.S., transferring to another school, changing significant
and educational level, traveling, extending or shortening program, course reduce load.
EAP - The English language training provides curriculum and instruction for five English
academic courses for students enrolled in the INTO USF Pathway Program
(https://www.usf.edu/intousf/elp/programs/).
ESL - English language training. A course designed to assist students in achieving
proficiency in reading, writing, or speaking the English language
(https://www.nafsa.org/uploadedFiles/Chez_NAFSA/Find_Resources/Supporting_International_
Students_And_Scholars/ISS_Issues/Issues/PG%201210_03%20Pathway%20Programs%20Draft
%20Guidance.pdf).
F-1 - F-1 student visa. A person who is studying as a full-time student in the U.S. and
needs a student visa to enter the country
(https://www.nafsa.org/uploadedFiles/Chez_NAFSA/Find_Resources/Supporting_International_
10

Students_And_Scholars/ISS_Issues/Issues/PG%201210_03%20Pathway%20Programs%20Draft
%20Guidance.pdf).
IELTS - International English Language Testing System. An international standardized
exam of English language proficiency for non-native English language speakers
(https://www.ielts.org/en-us/what-is-ielts/ielts-introduction).
IIE - Institute of International Education. This organization creates programs of study and
training for students, educators, and professionals from various sectors in International Student
Exchange and Aid, Foreign Affairs, and International Peace and Security (https://www.iie.org/).
INTO University Partnerships - An independent organization founded in 2005. It is a
British limited-liability partnership that specializes in setting up joint ventures with universities
(https://intoglobal.com/).
NASFA - Association of International Educators, an organization committed to
international education and exchange, working to advance policies and practices that build global
citizens with the knowledge and skills they need to succeed in today's interconnected world
(https://www.nafsa.org/About_Us/).
OPT - Optional Practical Training, “a temporary work authorization that allows F-1
students to apply knowledge gained in the classroom to practical off-campus work experience in
the student's field of study for a maximum duration of one year per educational level.”
(https://www.uscis.gov/opt)
Pathway Programs - According to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
policy S7.2, the Pathway program is defined as "a postsecondary program of study combining
credit-bearing and development ESL coursework to prepare a student who cannot meet the
English proficiency standards for admission."
11

(https://www.nafsa.org/uploadedFiles/Chez_NAFSA/Find_Resources/Supporting_International_
Students_And_Scholars/ISS_Issues/Issues/PG%201210_03%20Pathway%20Programs%20Draft
%20Guidance.pdf)
SEVIS - “An Internet-based application that facilitates timely electronic reporting and
monitoring of international students and exchange visitors, as well as their dependents, in the
United States. This application enables schools and program sponsors to transmit electronic
information to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the U.S. Department of State
throughout a student's or exchange visitor's program in the United States.”
(https://studyinthestates.dhs.gov/glossary/s#Student%20and%20Exchange%20Visitor%20Progra
m%20(SEVP))
SEVP - Student and Exchange Visitor Program. According to the U.S. Homeland
Security, SEVP is "[A] part of the National Security Investigations Division and acts as a bridge
for government organizations that have an interest in information on nonimmigrants whose
primary reason for coming to the United States is to be students. On behalf of the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, SEVP manages schools, nonimmigrant students in the F-1
and M-1 visa classifications, and their dependents."
(https://studyinthestates.dhs.gov/glossary/s#Student%20and%20Exchange%20Visitor%20Progra
m%20(SEVP)
SUNAPSIS - the nation's most popular international case management software, is
working with SEVIS by providing an embedded RTI browser and batch file transfers. There are
more than 100 higher educational institutes and other organizations that use this to serve more
than 400,000 international students. (http://www.sunapsis.iu.edu/)
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TOEFL - Test of English as a Foreign Language. A standardized test to measure the
English language ability of non-native speakers wishing to enroll in English-speaking
universities, including reading, listening, speaking, and writing of the English language
(https://www.ets.org/toefl/ibt/about?WT.ac=toeflhome_aboutibt_180910).
Assumptions
I assumed the intent of the Pathway program at the university site to support international
students to overcome their academic challenges and assist them in reaching academic success. I
assumed the interviewees would be candid and truthful about their experiences.
Delimitations
I focused on stories from three Chinese international students who were studying in the
Graduate Pathway program in one public four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. I did not
include perspectives from international students from other countries.
Summary
In this chapter, I presented background information about international students attending
universities in the U.S., the purpose and guiding research questions for the study, a conceptual
framework, a brief overview of the research design, definitions of key terms, assumptions, and
delimitations of the study. In Chapter Two, I present literature review divided into four sections:
differences between Chinese and American higher educational systems, students’ academic
experiences, support in American institutions, and perceptions of Pathway programs.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW
尺有所短，寸有所长；
物有所不足，智有所不明（卜居）
A foot may prove short, and an inch may prove long;
There are material deficiencies, insufficient wisdom, and wisdom is unknown.

The purpose of this research was to gain insight into the experiences of three Chinese
students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public four-year university in the Southeastern U.S.
In the twenty-first century, differences in higher education between Chinese and American
systems are distinct. A highly competitive college entrance examination system puts tremendous
pressure on Chinese middle and high school students and even elementary school students.
Undergraduate schools in most Asian universities, like those in China, South Korea, Hong Kong,
and Singapore, are preparatory schools for American graduate schools since most of the best
graduates of the Asian universities will go to the U.S. to pursue advanced degrees. At the
postgraduate level, the U.S. system prevails over the Chinese system.
My review of literature included four sections. In the first section, I introduce the
differences between Chinese and American higher education, particularly the aspects of practice,
management systems, and educational system. In the second section, I focus on the work of
previous researchers who have investigated adjustment experiences from Chinese international
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students’ perspectives, including classroom culture, language, and academic expectations. In the
third section, I present previous research related to the support experiences provided for
international students from an American institution perspective in the educational system,
student affairs, and international services. In the last section, I examine research on perceptions
of Pathway programs in the U.S.
Differences between Chinese and American Higher Education
China has excellent pre-college education. In a study by the Ohio State’s Physics
Education Research Group, researchers compared the performance of Chinese and American
students on the Force Concept Inventory, which measures students’ basic knowledge of the
action of forces on objects. Most Chinese students scored 90 percent while American students
scored 25-75 percent, with an average of 50 percent (Ohio State University, 2009). Only onethird of students take a year-long physics course before they graduate from high school in the
U.S., but in China, every student follows the same curriculum, which includes five years of
continuous physics classes from grades 8 through 12. Students studying in China must perform
well on a national exam if they hope to enter college, and the exam contains advanced physics
problems (para. 9).
The top and most famous universities in China, Tsinghua University and Peking
University, focus on undergraduate education (Tengxunwang, 2019). Students who study the
B.A. in these two universities have a very high score on the college entrance examination, and
they can pursue a master’s degree if they get an overall high score on the postgraduate entrance
examination (Tengxunwang, 2019).
Undergraduate education is the most valuable in the overall higher education system in
China. Chinese higher education is “strict on admission.” The graduation rate from colleges and
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universities is 99% (Zhang, 2018). (These data do not include students who drop out because of
illness or other extraordinary causes.) Entering undergraduate education is the goal for Chinese
students who seek career opportunities in later life (Lin, 2013).
The doctorate and master's diplomas are high-level achievements needed for higher-level
positions and salaries in China. It is interesting, however, that in 2010, the overall graduates’
employment rate in China was 79.26%, including postgraduates’ employment rate (62.01%) and
undergraduates’ employment rate (82.68%) (Qingdaozaobao, 2010). In this year, the
unemployment rate for undergraduates was 28.7% and for graduates was 53.3% among urban
males aged 25 to 29; the unemployment rate for the same age range of undergraduates was
37.8% for graduate students 57.1% (Sun, 2013).
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), in 2018, the U.S. had
4,298 degree-granting postsecondary institutions and about 16,000,000 enrolled students in the
2017-18 academic calendar year. If one prefers to study in a college or university, they can
choose many different pathways. There are two standardized college entrance examinations in
the U.S.: one is the ACT, which is used in many schools in the central U.S.; the other is the SAT,
which is popular on the east and west coasts of the United States. Students are not required to
take these tests in the same way that students in China are required to take a national exam.
College entrance examinations decide whether a student can enter undergraduate study.
According to Chao, Hegarty, Angelidis, and Lu (2017), looking at a comparative analysis in
higher education between China and U.S, the University of Florida and Florida State University
enrolled the top 20% of students in U.S. high school graduating classes, and the University of
Texas admitted the top 10% of students in U.S. high school graduating classes. American higher
education is characterized as “strict on output” (Lin, 2013). The NCES Condition of Education
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report (2020) shows the six-year graduation rate (150 percent graduation rate) for first-time, fulltime undergraduate students who began seeking a bachelor’s degree at four-year institutions in
fall 2012 as 62% in the U.S.
(https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_ctr.asp#:~:text=Between%202010%20and%202018
%2C%20the,within%206%20years)%20to%2062). Even so, international students increasingly
choose higher education in the U.S. for advanced degrees.
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Figure 4. Six Year Graduation Rate for First-Time, Full-Time Bachelor's Degree-Seeking
Students

Management System in Higher Education
By the end of the 18th century, China had developed a durable political system with a
unique civilization that had evolved during more than 2,000 years of imperial history (Yang,
Vidovich, & Currie, 2007, p. 576). Furthermore, with few external influences, the Chinese higher
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education system evolved a unique set of scholarly values. The most significant expression was
the appearance of the academies (shuyuan). Just as its name implies, the academies (shuyuan)
were built by individuals who had money, prestige, and resources. The management of the
academies (shuyuan) worked continuously to improve teaching quality and management
methods so that they might obtain more money, prestige, and resources. The Chinese Academy
system existed for thousands of years in Chinese history (Meng, 2007).
The management of higher education in ancient China was privatized. In 1949, there
were 69 academies (shuyuan) when the People’s Republic of China was founded
(Jiaoyubujiaoyufazhanyanjiuzhongxinketizu, 2001). However, the academies (shuyuan)
disappeared as Chinese private colleges and universities vanished both because of the “Great
Leap Forward,” which was an economic and social campaign by the Communist Party of China
(CPC) from 1958 to 1962, and the “Cultural Revolution”, a sociopolitical movement, from 1966
to 1976 in China, that devastated all the academies (shuyuan) (Yu, 2008).
The Chinese government began to encourage the establishment of private schools after
2000; however, 793 post-graduate institutions, 2,596 regular higher education institutions, and
284 adult educational institutions were public, with only 813 non-government higher education
institutions in 2016 (Ministry of Education of The People’s Republic of China, 2016). According
to the book, Administrativeization of Chinese Universities: Research on Diversified
Comprehensive (2014), the Chinese government is cautious about releasing power over colleges
and universities since there is no corresponding university restraint mechanism. Consequently,
the uniform and rigescent management system limit the development of higher education in
China because the managers of public colleges or universities can hardly make decisions or
changes (Liu, 2014).
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In contrast, many universities and colleges in the U.S. are private, operated as educational
and research nonprofit organizations. In the 2017-18 school year, there were 4,298 degreegranting postsecondary institutions in the U.S. including 1,626 public colleges, 1,687 private
non-profit schools, and 985 for-profit schools (Moody, 2019). Some of the most prestigious
universities in the U.S. are private universities, for instance, Harvard University, Stanford
University, Yale University, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology are all private.
Management in private schools has absolute decision-making authority and can reform and
improve the management system. Private education gives students more opportunities, and most
of the private universities can provide students workplace opportunities after they graduate
(http://private-education.net/2008/09/17/advantages-of-private-educational-institutions/).
Educational Systems in Higher Education
The imperial examination system was an essential element of ancient Chinese higher
learning over a long historical process (Gan, 2008). The imperial examination in Ancient China
was very rigorous. For example, the total number of people who passed the imperial exam during
320 years in the Song dynasty was 39,711 (Elman, 2000), but the population in the Song dynasty
was more than 100,000,000.
In current Chinese higher education, the modern college entrance examination, which is
the only exam students must pass, evolved from the imperial examination system. Similarly, the
college entrance examination is rigorous. For instance, in 1977, only 4.6% of Chinese applicants
passed this examination and entered universities (Hu, Hu, & Chang, 2003).
The scores earned on the imperial examination decided whether the participant could be a
functionary. In ancient China, functionary means the highest and the most authoritative (Elman,
2000). After passing the college entrance examination, an undergraduate diploma is a terminal
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degree for most Chinese students. Many Chinese students change their study behaviors from
active learning to passive learning after they enter the college or university (Huang, 2016).
The U.S. has a system of higher education, characterized by accessibility, diversity, and
autonomy, and it is known for both its size and quality (EuroEducation, 2019). For example, in
1960, the California Master Plan created three separate higher education systems which allowed
multiple universities within the University of California system to become renowned research
universities (Richardson & Martinez, 2009).
The educational system in the U.S. is successful, but most Asian pre-college study is
more demanding. For instance, to know whether there is a significant difference in the amount of
time Chinese, Japanese, and American students spend on homework, Sykes (1999) and his team
interviewed more than 3,500 students, their parents, and their teachers who lived in Beijing,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Sendai, and Taipei. They found teachers in Japan give elementary
students three times as much homework as teachers give American students. And, teachers in
Taipei give their students seven times as much homework as students receive in Minneapolis.
Experiencing Adjustment from Chinese International Students’ Perspectives
According to statistics from the Chinese Ministry of Education, from 1978 to the end of
2016, the total number of Chinese students studying abroad reached 4,586,600. In 2016, the
number of Chinese students who study abroad was 544,500 (Ministry of Education, 2017). In the
2017-2018 academic year, 33.2% of total international students in higher education in the U.S.
were from China (363,341), a 3.6% increase over the previous year (Institute of International
Education, 2018). As the largest group of international students in the U.S., Chinese international
students contributed approximately eight billion dollars to the American economy in 2017
(Institute of International Education, 2018).
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Chinese international students in the U.S. tend to experience high levels of adjustment
difficulties (Yuerong, Susan, Samantha, Joni & Anthony, 2017). Since they are brought up in the
Chinese traditionally collectivistic culture, they experienced more academic pressure than
European students in the U.S. due to Eastern and Western cultural differences (Wei, Su, Carrera,
Lin, & Yi, 2013).
Classroom Culture
Class size in China ranges from 50 to 60 students in secondary schools to over 100
students in many university classes (Linyuan & O'Sullivan, 2012). In the Chinese classroom,
teachers are regarded as dispensers of knowledge, leaders, and experts in their fields; they are
expected to instruct students comprehensively and thoroughly (Wei et al., 2013). "Teachercentered style" is a standard pedagogy in the Chinese classroom (Zhou, Knoke, & Sakamoto,
2005, p. 289). The primary model is an instructor providing instruction and students receiving
knowledge, and the typical behavioral norm is to show classroom order to respect the instructor
(Yang, 2016).
A 'good’ student listens to the instructor without question and obeys the school rules,
although students are encouraged to answer the instructor’s questions to show their
understanding of knowledge in the classroom. Independently raising questions is seen as a
challenge to the instructor’s authority (Wei et al., 2013). Instructors are the absolute authorities
in Chinese classrooms; they are in charge of designing and controlling the class pace and rhythm
to teach knowledge and do not expect to be interrupted by individual specific questions, which
are not related to the content in that session (Wei et al., 2013). College students have more
“freedom” than the primary or middle school students in terms of discipline, but they are
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accustomed to classroom “rules and regulations” defined by teachers and the school (Yang,
2016).
Critical thinking is to learn to comprehend what a writer says but not to question what
they write, and this learning expectation is widespread in the Chinese education system (Linyuan
& O'Sullivan, 2012). The purpose of instructors is to teach students as much as they can, and the
goal of students is to pass the National College Entrance Examinations (NCEE) and get a high
score. There is a set of correct answers for every question in this exam, and the criteria for
passing the examination is the same, no matter who the applicant is (Long, 2018).
Language
About one-third of international students rate their performance upon arrival as
inadequate, and an even higher number of students lack adequate proficiency skills in English
(King, Norstrand, & Leos, 2015). Although Chinese international students practice speaking and
listening to English, they usually express themselves in their own languages. When they interact
with American instructors, language insufficiency could be the top issue which impedes their
expression in the classroom.
The English language is different from the Chinese language. The English language uses
the alphabet system while the Chinese language utilizes characters (Johnson, 2008). English is
spoken phonetically while Chinese is tonal (Zhang & Yin, 2009). Furthermore, the English word
carries the same meaning regardless of whether the word is spoken in different tones, but the
Chinese language has four tones with a different sense (Johnson, 2008). It is hard for Chinese
students in an online course, for example, as they are not sitting face to face and cannot hear the
tones in an online course.
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Furthermore, Chinese international students generally keep silent in American classes
due to the difference in structure between Chinese and American college classes (Wang, 2016).
Since Chinese traditional educational philosophy teaches that people behave with “silence or
culturally verbal passivity” (Yan & Berliner, 2011, p. 453), Chinese people see this silence as a
sign of respect.
Chinese students also keep silent in class because silence avoids the potential for making
mistakes during class discussions (Wang, 2016). Nevertheless, this silence is considered
ineffective in terms of class participation, as well as interaction with American instructors,
because it is difficult to adjust to the academic and social differences Chinese international
students experience within American classrooms (Wang, 2016).
Academic Expectations
As many international students generally represent the best-educated individuals of their
native country schools, their academic expectations in a new educational environment may be
unrealistically high (Mori, 2002). Self-expectations for achievement among Asian American
students are higher than those of their non-Asian counterparts (Morin, 2014). Chinese students
have a high academic expectation. Lilian Long (2013) answered the question, “How does the
educational approach used in China affect critical thinking and creativity?” as follows:
In China, …education resource is scarce…good universities in China are limited and are
often located in large cities…there are minimal positions in good universities, but a high
load of people is hoping to change their life by getting this position…so we have this
NCEE. It is not a very good way of selecting people, but at least it is a comparative
fairway… (p. 1)
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A passing score on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is the primary
entrance requirement for most public and private American colleges and universities (About the
TOEFL iBT® test, 2019). Since Chinese teaching and learning are based on standard tests and
preparation for the NCEE (Linyuan & O'Sullivan, 2012), most Chinese students are good at
passing exams. For instance, the mean TOEFL score for Chinese test takers was 79 in 2017
(https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/pdf/94227_unlweb.pdf). However, writing, comprehension, and
listening skills are different in the American classroom than on a formal TOEFL examination
(Johnson, 2008).
Per Confucian ideals, Chinese parents set high academic expectations for their children
(Phillipson & Lam, 2012). For Chinese international students, failing to achieve one’s academic
expectations can be a significant source of stress because it means abandoning not only selfexpectations but also parents’ expectations (Liao, 2011).
Support for International Students in American Institutions
U.S. higher education has the central purpose of transmitting and enriching culture in the
process of teaching and research; college students are expected to develop comprehensively in
knowledge, skills, and attitudes consistent with their ability and interests (Lin, 2014). In the
American university and college, a student is responsible for being an active participant to gain
knowledge.
Tuition, fees, and living expenses of the 1,094,792 international students who were
studying at U.S. colleges contributed $39 billion to the U. S. economy during the 2017-2018
academic year (NAFSA, 2019). As an increased number of international students join American
college and university classrooms, their transition and acclimation to campuses have received
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attention by American higher education institutions through supports such as preparation
programs and acculturation (King, Norstrand, & Leos, 2015).
Educational System
According to the NCES Digest of Education Statistics (2017), the percentage of
undergraduates enrolled in at least one online course increased from 32% to 43%, and the rate
enrolled in an online degree program expanded from 6.5% to 10.0% from 2011-12 to 2015-16.
Since the electronic online modality for courses has become common in American higher
education and almost every higher education institution offers at least some form of coursework
using online delivery, the traditional face-to-face learning environments shifted the
undergraduate learning experience from a teacher-centered model towards to a student-centered
(Lederman, 2018).
This student-centered model, which the higher education learning community advocated
and promoted (Smith, Sheppard, Johnson, & Johnson, 2005), may bring concerns for
international students if additional guidance for classroom success is not clear for them. Taking
online courses brings new and more unique challenges for international students, such as
grasping coursework, language proficiency, and cultural terminology spoken by classmates.
American education emphasizes students’ initiative and autonomy, such as self-learning
and self-directedness (Wei et al., 2013). The instructors prefer, as well as encourage, students to
raise questions because instructors believe raising questions reflects critical thinking (Wei et al.,
2013). Based on questions from students, instructors evaluate perspectives, adjust the teaching
process, or explore different ideas (Yan & Berliner, 2011). U.S. instructors encourage students to
take initiative; the role of an instructor is to assist students in the process of gaining concrete
experience (Evans, Forney, Guido, Patton, & Renn, 2010).
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As the “coach helper,” many American instructors consider international students as
having challenges with self-expression (Wei et al., 2013). International students are viewed as
inactive and lacking initiative due to their silence in group work. Instructors and professional
staff members observe their international students and note their hesitancy in classroom
behaviors and interpersonal comfort. In a study of Chinese international student orientation to a
U.S. public institution of higher education, Yi Lin (2014) points out that American instructors
stress the significance of international student roles in student development and the relationships
between instructors and international students.
Student Affairs
According to the U.S. Department of Education, a higher education institution is regarded
as a community of learners to broaden student acquisition of cultural values:
Through his college experiences, he should acquire an appreciation of cultural values, the
ability to adapt to changing social conditions, motivation to seek and to create desirable
social changes, emotional control to direct his activities, moral and ethical values for
himself and for his community, standards and habits of personal physical well-being, and
the ability to choose a vocation which makes maximum use of his talents and enables him
to make appropriate contributions to his society. (ACE, 1949, p. 20)
American higher education aims to improve student learning experiences and outcomes
(Sandeen, 2004); academic affairs and student affairs have become the significant parts of
institutions working on student engagement in academic study, student involvement, language
learning, and peer-related programs (Sandeen, 2004). The responsibility of student affairs
includes assisting international students integrate successfully into academic study and campus
life and supporting multicultural awareness and education (Yao & George Mwangi, 2017).
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In the U.S., there are many support programs to help international students currently
enrolled in colleges and universities across the country; resources on campuses include global
centers, language resource centers, multi-cultural affairs, or intergroup dialogue offices (King,
Norstrand, & Leos, 2015). Offices such as these provide services to enhance the level of
assistance provided to international students (King, Norstrand, & Leos, 2015). It is possible to
create successful collaborations for successful support opportunities for international students.
Lin (2014) reported poor participation in orientation sessions and peer support programs
show that institutional efforts may not completely meet the needs of international students.
Although researchers on international students show they need advisors to “[be] available”
(Curtin, Stewart, & Ostrove, 2013) and to spend sufficient time with them as they become
acclimated to their new world, most international students underutilize academic counseling
services (Lin, 2014). Many international students are unaware of what to expect in these
programs.
International Services
In the U.S., one requirement for a school to be Student and Exchange Visitor Program
(SEVP) certified is the school must have designated school officials (DSO) to assist international
students. Based on the school’s specific needs, varying numbers of DSOs can be hired to update
the SEVIS records of newly non-immigrant students in F-visa categories (U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement, 2018). For incoming international students, the DSO assists with the
efforts to evaluate immigration documents and determine the immigration status of each
admitted international student, and then issues the immigration documents such as I-20 or DS2019 for admitted international students. During the Orientation, the DSO provides an
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immigration information session for international students as well as checks their immigration
documents to activate students' F-1 status (http://global.usf.edu/is/pro-doccheck.php).
Federal laws and regulations require the DSO to update and maintain enrolled
international students’ immigration records. Furthermore, DSOs can provide advice and assist
international students through required processes, such as working in the U.S., applying for
driver’s license and social security number, issuing an invitation letter for a student’s family
member, transferring between different schools, updating and reporting local address, changing
education level or significant, extending or shortening program, terminating or reinstating the
record, and traveling outside the U.S. (U.S. Homeland Security, 2019).
If international students intend to work in a position directly related to the major field of
study, they can apply for the Pre-Completion Optional Practical Training (OPT) during their
course of study after they complete at least one full academic year. International students can
also apply for the Post-Completion OPT after they complete all degree required coursework. A
DSO assists the student to apply, reports to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service
(USCIS), monitors the OPT process, and provides future help (International Services, 2019).
Currently, there are 12 DSOs in the Office of International Services at the institution at which
this study takes place, assisting more than 5,000 international students from over 145 countries
(International Services, 2019).
Perceptions of Pathway Programs
The oldest for-profit Pathway programs in the U.S. are hardly more than ten years old
(Redden, 2014). They have advanced since the model was adapted from Australia and the United
Kingdom (Redden, 2014). The U.S. Pathway programs are developed to provide comprehensive
support to international students (Redden, 2018).
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The Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP) has established policy guidance for
pathway programs, including the following definitions:
Pathway program. A postsecondary program of study combining non-remedial and
remedial coursework to prepare a student who is unable to meet the requirements for
admission into a degree program. A pathway program may be a separate non-degree
Program (bridge program) or a particular track of a degree program (bridged degree
program).
Bridge program. A postsecondary, non-degree program of study that combines nonremedial and remedial coursework which arise finish capabilities to fully meet the
prerequisites for admission to a subsequent degree program of study.
Bridged degree program. A postsecondary, degree program of study that combines nonremedial and remedial coursework as part of the structure or a particular track of the
degree program (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2013, p. 1).
American universities expect students to have both linguistic and academic (Benzie,
2015). They require international students who study in the U.S. to have a minimum score on
standardized tests such as TOEFL or IELTS (International Student, 2018; Redden, 2018). For
those who do not achieve the minimum level of proficiency in the English language, the pathway
program provides specialized coursework to help international students improve their speaking,
listening, reading, and writing skills in English at the start of their higher education experience to
bridge the gap (Cook, 2017).
Pathway programs provide instruction for practices and protocols of higher education for
international students to assist them in achieving academic success in another country. For
instance, depending on their preferences, Oregon State University students can pick from one of
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four avenues of study in the pathway program: business, engineering, science or natural
resources, and general education. INTO USF provides one-semester and two-semester Pathway
programs for international students who are seeking a graduate degree at USF (INTO USF,
2018). Figure 5 presents the length of graduate program for both INTO USF and USF.

Figure 5. Length of Graduate Degree Programs at INTO USF/USF

Most pathway programs offer conditional admission into the affiliated colleges and
universities after completion of the plan (International Student, 2018). In 2017, 91.1% of INTO
USF graduate pathway students qualified for progression into a USF degree program (INTO
USF, 2018). Furthermore, the graduate pathway programs at INTO USF allow students to begin
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earning credits towards their degree even if they do not meet the minimum admission
requirements (INTO USF, 2018).
The University of South Florida offered 105 master’s degrees, 48 doctoral degrees, and
several dual degree programs in 2018/19 academic calendar year
(https://www.usf.edu/ods/documents/system-facts/usf-system-facts-2018-19.pdf). INTO USF
provides the graduate pathway programs for international students by giving them the training of
academic foundation, essential language skills, and GMAT/GRE test preparation to move on to
38 master’s degree (see Table 1).
Table 1. INTO USF Graduate Pathway Programs (INTO USF, 2019)
Architecture

Biology

Business Analysis and
Information Systems

Chemical
Engineering

Economics
Environmental Science
and Policy
Global Sustainability
Liberal Arts
Materials Science and
Engineering
Music
Religious Studies

Secondary Education:
Physics
Community Design

Business Administration

Electrical
Engineering
Exercise Science

Biomedical
Engineering
Civil or
Environmental
Engineering
Engineering
Management
Finance

Industrial
Engineering
Management

Information
Technology
Marketing

Learning Design and
Technology
Mass Communications

Mathematics

Mechanical
Engineering
Music
Pharmaceutical
Composition
Nanotechnology
Secondary
Secondary
Education: Biology Education:
Chemistry
Statistics
Studio Art

Urban and
Regional Planning
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Computer Science or
Computer Engineering
Entrepreneurship in
Applied Technologies
Geography

Microbiology
Physics
Secondary Education:
Mathematics
Teaching English to
Speakers of Other
Languages

Summary
In this literature review, I first addressed differences between the U.S. and Chinese higher
educational systems, as well as in the academic and co-curricular experiences Chinese
international students have in U.S. universities and colleges. I then discussed the literature
supporting programs offered by American institutions, which can be beneficial for Chinese
international students in overcoming challenges, constraints, and barriers. Lastly, I described
how utilizing pathway programs can support and improve on international students’ experiences.
The main aim of this research effort was to determine the experiences of three Chinese
students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public four-year university in the Southeastern U.S.
Through my literature review, I demonstrated many researchers investigated problems Chinese
international students face and the support colleges and universities provide to international
students who are studying in the U.S. These researchers offered a foundation for to guide my
design of the interview questions and analyze the data I collected during the interviews.
Nevertheless, researchers need to fill gaps. Since the Pathway programs in the U.S. are
relatively new, the Pathway programs needs further exploration. Furthermore, very little is
known about the Chinese international students' experiences in the Graduate Pathway programs.
In this qualitative study. I was able to identify experiences and challenges that three Chinese
international students had in the Graduate Pathway program at one university. Insights gained
from interviews could inform program offerings to students that may contribute to their
achievement of academic success in the U.S.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODS
学而不化，非学也（庸言）
It is not called learning if knowledge cannot be used flexibly

The purpose of this qualitative study was to gain insight into the experiences of three
Chinese students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public, four-year university in the
Southeastern U.S. The research questions guiding the study were:
1.

How do three Chinese international students describe their academic experiences

in a Graduate Pathway program in the U.S.?
2.

How do these students describe differences in their learning experiences between

the U.S. and China?
3.

How do these students describe their co-curricular experiences in a Graduate

Pathway program in the U.S.?
In this chapter, I detailed the research methods employed in the study. I included the
following sections: research design, data sources, data collection, data analysis, reflexivity,
ethics, validation, limitations, and a summary.
Research Design
This was a qualitative research study. Qualitative approaches are generally suitable for
probing deeply into a research setting to obtain in-depth understanding about the way things are,
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why they are that way, and how the participants in the context perceive them (Mills & Gay,
2016). I utilized narrative inquiry to represent the participants’ experiences, which enabled me to
understand their experiences by engaging them in telling, retelling, and reliving their life stories
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1990).
Researchers often use an exploratory research paradigm in a preliminary research stage to
obtain a better understanding of the existing problem (QuestionPro, 2020). Exploratory research
can be helpful if the researcher is familiar with a phenomenon or intends to gain new insight into
it (Kumar, Talib, & Ramayah, 2012). Since I am familiar with the experiences of Chinese
international students through my own study abroad experiences and as I am familiar with the
Graduate Pathway program, I used exploratory research to investigate the phenomena and gain
new and additional insights.
Choeda, Dupka, and Zander (2016) believe that a qualitative approach strengthens
academic research, providing the researcher a better understanding of students’, teachers’, and
educational administrators' personal views. Denzin and Lincoln (2005) describe the qualitative
approach as a “situated activity:”
Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It
consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These
practices transform the world. They turn the world into a series of representations,
including field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings, and memos to
the self. At this level, qualitative research involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach
to the world. (p. 3)
It is essential for the researcher to investigate what is happening and what participants
think and feel about what is happening by asking "how" and "what" questions (Babbie, 2007).
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Qualitative research details the participants’ distinct experiences as well as the reasons why
people act and react as they do (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
I used narrative inquiry to represent the participants’ experiences. Narrative inquiry,
which is a “collaboration between researcher and participants, over time, in a place or series of
places, and in social interaction with milieus,” as a way to understand participants’ experiences
by telling stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, P. 20). This inquiry is one of trying to make
sense of life as lived:
…the stories of the narrative inquires described above show that narrative inquiry is
much more than ‘look for and hear story’…it is trying to figure out the taken-forgrantedness also begins to be taken for granted by the researcher, then the researcher can
begin to participate in and see things that worked in, for example, the hospital ward, the
classroom, the organization. (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 78)
Narrative inquiry is a method for learning experiences. To understand experiences
narratively, Clandinin and Connelly (2000) identify a three-dimensional narrative inquiry space:
temporality, the personal and social, and the place. Temporality means every story continues
with a past, present, and future. The researcher needs to attend to the temporality of his or her
own and participants’ lives, places, things, and events. Sociality refers to the interaction between
the researcher and participants, and the researcher cannot subtract his or her experiences from the
inquiry relationship. People’s identities are inextricably linked with experiences in a particular
place.
People live out stories, tell stories, and modify stories by retelling them and reliving
them. Even though it may be difficult to tell a story, the more difficult but more important task is
retelling stories that allow for growth and change because the interest in the experience is growth
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and transformation (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Clandinin and Connelly (2000) imagine there
is a reflexive relationship between living a life story, telling a life story, retelling a life story, and
reliving a life story.
Site Selection
According to the 2019 Open Doors Report on the International Education Exchange from
the IIE, 1,095,299 international students were studying in the United States. American
universities contract with corporate units to recruit and manage Pathway programs for
international students who do not meet the criteria for direct admission. The number of Pathway
programs grew to more than 50 within the past decade (Redden, 2018).
I conducted this study in one Pathway program at a public four-year university in the
Southeastern U.S. This program provides options for both undergraduate and graduate
international students who do not meet the requirements for direct entry to a Bachelor/Master’s
degree or who want to refresh their language skills and knowledge
(https://www.intostudy.com/en/study-programs). The graduate Pathway program does not
require GRE/GMAT for graduates (see Table 2).
Table 2. Routes for University Admission and Graduate Pathway Program (2019)
●
●
●
●
●

University Admission
For the first year, transfer & graduate
students
More affordable
Merit-based admissions scholarships
available
Met minimum GPA requirements
Met SAT/ACT (UG) OR GRE/GMAT
(Grad) scores

●
●
●
●

Graduate Pathway Program
No GRE/GMAT requirements for
Graduates (must take by the completion
of Pathway)
Simple application process and no
application fee
Graduate in same times as direct entry
Additional support (welfare, academic,
etc.)

The table above reflects the admissions requirements of a major university and the
Graduate Pathway program. The Pathway program started in 2010 as a joint venture between a
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public four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. and a British company as a second university
partner in the U.S. Figure 6 provides the total enrollment number of international students at this
university in fall 2020 (4,347), including 278 students in the Pathway program, and Figure 7
shows 91 of the 278 Pathway students were originally from China
(https://www.usf.edu/world/international-services/documents/fall_2020_enrollment.pdf).

Figure 6. Fall 2020 USF International Students per Academic Level

The location of the first interview was the building where the Pathway students take
classes and interact. There was a comfortable lobby where students rest, charge their phones,
chat as a group, or do their homework during class breaks. The location provided an opportunity
for me to make observations that generated additional detailed information so I could have a
stronger understanding of issues explicitly discussed in the interviews.
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Figure 7. Fall 2020 INTO USF Pathway Students

The location was significant as it provided a deep first impression for Pathway students
since they have the orientation activity held here at the beginning of their American life.
Additionally, there are departments located here that provide support services for students,
including Enrollment Services, Academic Team, Finance, Insurance, Student Services,
Immigration Services, and Marketing.
Due to the COVID-19, I utilized Microsoft Teams to complete the second and third
interviews. This software is Microsoft's enterprise communication tool that combines persistent
workplace chat, video meetings, file storage, and application integration. Microsoft Teams is
beneficial for meetings, class sessions, and remote communications; USF announced Microsoft
Teams would be used for all active Faculty, Staff, and Students for any conversational or video
conferencing application.
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Data Source
Lindlof and Taylor (2010) believe that qualitative interviews provide an opportunity for a
stronger understanding of the thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, and experiences of interviewees, thus
providing insight into why people do what they do. Data for this qualitative case study come
from narrative interviews.
A narrative concerns the interviewee’s life story as seen through the actor’s own
perspective, called a life history or biographical interview (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). In a
narrative interview, the interviewer asks directly for stories, encourages, and stimulates the
interviewee to tell something about some important event of his/her life and the social context.
After introducing the interview with a question about a specific episode or an institutional
period, the role of the narrative interviewer is to remain a listener, abstaining from interruptions,
occasionally posting questions for clarification, and assisting the interviewees in continuing to
tell their stories (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015).
I conducted this study in English. I recorded the interviews using a recorder, which I kept
in locked storage at my home. After each interview, I transcribed the audio recordings. I
complete the transcription myself because, although I asked the interview questions in English,
most of the participants’ answers were in Chinese, and I did not find a software program that
would accommodate two languages mixed in the same interview. I transcribed the audio
recordings to text with the original language of the interviews. I sent my written transcript to a
professional translation company, Beijing Century Eng-Smart Translation Co., Ltd. (CESC).
Since 2002, CESC has been offering consecutive & simultaneous interpretation in 100+
languages. This company’s translators are professional and certified. They promised to keep the
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original ‘tone’ of the transcript. The translator at CESC used an advanced tracking system to
track any changes in order to match accurately the original data.
In addition to the audio recording, I took personal notes about the interview, and I
observed participants during the interviews, noting their expressions, hesitations, and other
indicators that helped in the data analysis process.
Confidentiality
The researcher needs to address confidentiality during research planning and the research
process: data collection, data cleaning, and dissemination of research results (Kaiser, 2009). At
the time of data collection, the researcher should make sure to change all identifying
characteristics, such as name, occupation, city, and ethnic background (Kaiser, 2009). I presented
a confidentiality agreement to the participants at the beginning of the data collection process,
following the university’s Institutional Review Board guidelines for Informed Consent.
Clean data should not contain information that identifies respondents. In a qualitative
interview study, where participants’ answers from a private interview may appear in public
reports, the researcher needs to take precautions to protect the participants’ privacy (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2015). I removed the names of participants and used pseudonyms (e.g., Wang) to
protect their identities. I deleted the contact information from the file after the information was
no longer needed.
I deleted the interview recordings after I completed the transcriptions. I kept the written
transcriptions on my laptop, which is password-protected, and uploaded them into Box.com files.
I sent the Chinese written transcriptions to the Beijing Century Eng-Smart Translation Co., Ltd
for translating purposes. On August 12, 2020, I signed both the Confidentiality Agreement and
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the company’s contract, which ensured the company would prevent information disclosure and
use of the material for any commercial activities in the interests of itself or any third party.
I considered how disseminating research results could lead to participants being
identified from the specific quotations and examples they present (Kaiser, 2009). For instance,
readers who have relationships with respondents might be able to identify the respondent.
Instead of naming participants’ original city, I used broader geographic names such as “Central
China,” “Eastern China,” and “Northern China.” I did not change other contents since changing
the details of data might destroy the original meaning of the data or make the data useless for
addressing the research questions (Parry & Mauthner, 2004).
Language and Culture
Difficulties associated with language barriers and communication are the significant
challenges Chinese students face within the U.S. (Zhang & Mi, 2010). Reading and grammar are
emphasized in second language teaching in China (Sawir, Marginson, Deumert, Nyland, &
Ramia, 2008). Littlewood (2007) found student tend to use their mother tongue when solving
problems rather than the target language. For example, students tend to generate the least English
possible to complete tasks, and teachers did not require students to fully communicate in English
to complete a task (Littlewood, 2007).
When doing cross-cultural interviewing, it is challenging to be aware of the multitude of
cultural factors such as habits, practices, positions, narrative resources that affect the relationship
between interviewer and interviewees (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). Steinar Kvale and Svend
Brinkmann (2015) showed an example in their book, as follows:
… the simple word yes is in some cultures heard as an agreement, whereas in other
cultures it is a response just confirming that the question has been heard, a difference
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which may be crucial in, for instance, negotiations of business contracts. (p. 168)
There are evident cultural differences between north and south China due to geographical
restrictions (Chow, 2015). For instance, northerners are usually straightforward, and southerners
are meticulous in their spoken language (Chow, 2015). Besides, the South has more variety in
languages.
There are dialects and languages different from Mandarin in China due to the country’s
diverse geography, history, and ethnic culture (DeButts, 2017). Nevertheless, China has erased
hundreds of regional dialects because the Chinese government has used one-country nationalism
as the ideology since 1949 (DeButts, 2017). Linguistically, Beijing Mandarin is China’s shared
language and mor than 90 percent of Chinese people can speak and understand Mandarin
(DeButts, 2017).
I am originally from Northern China and hold a Certificate of Putonghua (Mandarin)
proficiency. I was able to complete the interviews, data collection, and transcription from the
audio recording to text in Chinese.
Responsibility of the Researcher
Morally responsible research behavior is more than theoretical ethical knowledge and
rational choices. According to Kvale and Brinkmann (2015), the importance of the researcher’s
integrity is magnified in interviews because the interviewers themselves are the main instrument
for obtaining knowledge. Along with this idea, the Belmont Report (The National Commission
of the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1979, as cited in
Seidman, 2013, p. 61) establishes three basic ethical principles in research with human beings:
1. Respect for Persons: Respect for individuals’ autonomy and the need to protect those
whose human condition results in reduced autonomy.
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2. Beneficence: The Hippocratic imperative to not harm, and the stricture to maximize
benefits and minimize risk when considering research with humans.
3. Justice: Research must involve the equitable selection of participants and must be fair
to all who participate. Once a positive benefit is discovered, it must be extended to all
involved in the research.
The researcher must address the consequences of a qualitative study with respect to the
participants as well as to the benefits expected from their participation in the study (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2015). I knew I had a responsibility to reduce the risk of harm and increase the sum
of potential benefits to a participant. I took steps to protect confidentiality, ensure security of the
data, and ensure accuracy of representation of participants’ stories. I strived to avoid risks.
Researcher Journal
The researcher journal is a powerful research technique within qualitative research
because it refines the understanding of the role of the researcher and the responses of participants
(Janesick, 2015). Because my research design was interview-based, I was the main “instrument”
of data collection, and I knew I should be non-reactive in order to increase the reliability of the
responses. I wrote in a research journal about the process of personal investment, or perspective,
throughout the entire research process.
I used the journal to develop questions and discover new areas of research. I started
journaling in January 2020 while preparing for data collection. I used the Microsoft OneNote, a
computer program for free-form information gathering and multi-user collaboration, to record
reflections about the research and discussions from meetings with committee members.
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Data Collection
There are varieties of ways to record interview data, such as taking handwritten notes or
video-recordings (Sutton & Austin, 2015). It can take an experienced researcher a long time to
transcribe one audio-recorded interview to generate 20 to 30 pages of written dialogue (Sutton &
Austin, 2015). I collected data in two phases: two narrative face-to-face interviews and a
clarification review of the translation.
Pilot Activities
In the fall of 2017, I piloted a qualitative study to inform this research. The study
consisted of three interviews using the three research questions identified in this study. The
purpose of this pilot study was to validate an interview protocol I developed to explore
participants’ experiences in both Chinese and American educational systems. Three participants
provided feedback on interview questions and then participated in member checking before the
data analysis.
The three pilot project participants were Chinese international students who had
completed the Pathway program and progressed to a public four-year university in the
Southeastern U.S. Even though the participants were no longer studying in the Pathway program,
their participation helped me built a better understanding of the development of Pathway
programs within the U.S over the past five years. In addition, this they provided feedback about
the questions I asked as well as their understandings of similarities and differences in the
educational systems between China and the U.S.
Seidman (2006) noted the interviewing component of a pilot study might cause a
researcher to reconsider the research questions based on ideas that arise in conversation. The
researcher can discuss the results of a pilot study with the committee members and revise the
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research approach based on what the researcher learned from the pilot experiences (Seidman,
2006).
In this pilot study, the participants had no suggestions for changes or modifications to the
interview questions. Still, it helped me refine my research questions, expand the interview
protocol, and provide considerations for cultural dimensions.
Phase One (Primary) Interviews
I focused on Chinese international students who had studying in the Graduate Pathway
program for more than one semester. First, I sought permissions from the Director at USF Office
of International Services, the Center Director, Academic Director at INTO USF, and the
Associate Director of the Pathway Program to gather information. I set up appointments for inperson meetings to discuss the research request, and I received the permissions in September
2019.
As an Immigration Advisor working at the Office of International Services, one of my
daily duties is to provide immigration advice to both degree-seeking and non-degree seeking
international students. Therefore, I believed I had opportunities to encounter Chinese
international students during the weekday walk-in hours. I checked the enrollment information
before I met with walk-in students. If the student was from the Chinese mainland, was studying
in the Graduate Pathway program, and had been in the program for more than one semester, I
invited the student to participate in my project. Unfortunately, because there are 12 DSOs in my
office who advise students during the walk-in hours, I rarely had a chance to meet people from
my target population. I started this procedure in October 2019, but I had successfully identified
only one participant by the end of January 2020. Two days after the invitation, I conducted two
smooth, face-to-face interviews with this participant in the INTO USF lobby.
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Because of COVID-19, our office suspended the walk-in service at the beginning of
March 2020. I, therefore, sent invitation emails to more than 50 international Chinese students
who were enrolling in the program and had finished at least one semester of the Graduate
Pathway program. I received the response right away from my second student. Two days later,
the third and fourth volunteers returned my emails.
It is important for interviewees to know enough about the researcher and the purposes of
this study to help them feel willing to open up to the researcher (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). I
emailed the research background, purpose, and contact information back to the three students
who contacted me through emails. I clearly communicated the interviews were optional, and
participants may end their participation at any time. None of the volunteers changed their minds
or refused to participate, so I confirmed with the two volunteers who responded first and set up a
time to hold the interview over Teams. Then, I sent a “Thank you” email to the last student.
I asked all the participants to review and sign an informed consent form at least a day
before their narrative interview. I conducted interviews and analyzed data both during and
following the completion of the interviews, from January 2020 through August 2020. Chinese
international students might feel most comfortable sharing intimate details and experiences using
their native language (Chao, Hegarty, Angelidis, & Lu, 2017). Therefore, I told the three
participants to speak the language they prefer; all of them decided to speak Chinese.
Interview Protocol
Following are the questions that were asked in the interview:
Research Question 1: How do three Chinese international students describe their
academic experiences in a graduate Pathway program in the U.S.?
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1. How did you come to choose to study at INTO USF? How did you end up attending
the Pathway program at INTO USF?
2. What are the best things you have experienced in the Pathway program? The worst
things?
3. Can you share one experience with other students that was most meaningful for you?
Why was this experience important to you?
4. Can you share one experience with instructors that was most meaningful for you? Why
was this experience important to you?
5. Do you have an academic success goal? What is it? How did you determine it? Do you
see your Pathway experiences as helping you to meet your goal? How?
Research Question 2: How do these students describe differences in their learning
experiences between the U.S. and China?
1. What do you see as differences in your learning experiences in the U.S. and your
learning experiences in China?
2. Can you give me an example of your best learning experience in the U.S.? In China?
3. Can you give me an example of your worst learning experience in the U.S.? In
China?
Research Question 3: How do these students describe their co-curricular experiences in
a graduate Pathway program in the U.S.?
1. Tell me a story about your experiences outside the classroom.
2. What was the most memorable part of your arrival in the U.S.?
3. Can you share one experience you had with a friend here?
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4. Can you describe how you felt about your orientation? Were there things you still
needed to know?
5.

What kinds of out-of-classroom activities are you involved in? How do these
activities contribute to your learning? To your academic success goal?

6. Can you tell me about the challenges you face outside of the classroom?
7. Tell me how INTO USF has, or has not, helped you overcome these difficulties?
8. What is your plan for the future?
To gain as much detail as possible, I asked probing questions, as needed, throughout the
interview. Example probing questions are: Can you tell me more about this? How did this make
you feel? Can you give me a specific example? So, you are saying X, is this correct? Explain that
for me a little more. By the end of the interview, I asked the three participants to provide their
suggestions to INTO USF. I collected their recommendations and then listed them in the
recommendation section of the last chapter of this document.
Phase Two (Clarify) Interviews
The interview is a developing, face-to-face conversation between two individuals; in
transcription, the conversational interaction between two people becomes abstracted and fixed in
a written form (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). The constructions of translation from an oral
language to a written language involves a series of judgments and decisions. For example, an
eloquent speech may appear incoherent and repetitive with direct transcription, and an
articulately argued article may seem unengaging (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015).
Interviewing is linguistic interaction, and the product of the interview is a language text
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). Interviewees’ personal and impersonal pronouns, temporal and
spatial references, and implied speaker and listener position affect the linguistic analysis (Kvale
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& Brinkmann, 2015). To maintain the validity and reliability of interviewing, the researcher
should give the interviewees a chance to sum up and clarify points they have made (Alshenqeeti,
2014).
The pace of the temporal unfolding, the tone of the voice, and the body language are
available to the participants in the face-to-face conversation but do not show in the written
transcript (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). Furthermore, the audio recording of the interview does
not record the body language. Therefore, I observed these details and highlighted them in notes,
and I held a follow-up to clarify with the interviewees if, for example, I lost the use of body
language in the transcription of the interviews.
Murray and Wynne (2001, p. 159) argued, “Researchers have found that when
interviewees speak in a second language, they perceive themselves as less confident, happy, and
intelligent." I allowed participants to use any language as long as they could tell their stories of
experience and were comfortable and confident. Nevertheless, Mandarin and English have
linguistic differences, such as word order.
Kvale and Brinkmann (2015) pointed out sending transcripts back to the interviewees for
corrections and comments sometimes results in angry replies from offended subjects who may
refuse further cooperation and any use of what they have said. For this reason, the professional
translators and interpreters from the certified translation company were important. The CESC
company participated by translating the transcription to ensure the English-translated
transcription was an accurate, better, easy to read form to send back to the participants for
review. I sent the translated interview transcripts to the participants to provide them an
opportunity to clarify or correct statements captured through the English transcription in August
2020. I received responses from the first two participants by email in which they indicated the
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English transcripts were accurate, and there was no need to edit or update. The third participant
sent me their edited version a couple days later. I emailed the changed transcript back to the
translation company to obtain the updated English translation.
Data Analysis
I analyzed data using thematic analysis. Thematic analysis explores the substance of
narratives and determines what motifs are present in the stories, what types of stories are told,
and what their genre is (Allen, 2017). Guest, MacQueen, and Namey’s book (2012) on thematic
analysis focuses on identifying and describing both implicit and explicit ideas within the data and
claims thematic analysis requires more involvement and interpretation from the researcher.
Braun and Clarke (2006a) define thematic analysis as a method for identifying, analyzing, and
reporting patterns within data and interpreting various aspects of the research topic.
According to Braun and Clarke, there are six phases of thematic analysis (see Table 3).
Table 3. Phases of Thematic Analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006b)
Phase
1. Familiarizing yourself with
your data
2. Generating initial codes
3. Searching for themes
4. Reviewing themes

5. Defining and naming
themes
6. Producing the report

Description of the process
Transcribing data (if necessary), reading and rereading the data,
noting down initial ideas
Coding interesting features of the data in a systematic fashion
across the entire data set, collating data relevant to each code
Collating codes into potential themes, gathering all data relevant
to each potential theme
Checking in the themes work about the coded extracts (Level 1)
and the entire data set (Level 2), generating a thematic "map" of
the analysis
Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each theme, and the
overall story the analysis tells; generating clear definitions and
names for each theme
The final opportunity for analysis. Selection of vivid,
compelling extract examples, the final analysis of selected
extracts, relating of the analysis to the research question and
literature, producing a scholarly report of the analysis
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Becoming Familiar with the Data
Transcription, which is an important first step in data analysis, involves close observation
of data through repeated, careful listening to the interview recording. I was aware that
transcribing could take a long time. Transcription time should be budgeted in project time plans.
I spent up to five hours transcribing each hour of recorded conversation.
After transcription, a researchers’ through reading of the data is the next significant stage
of exploration. The qualitative analyst needs patience to read and re-read the whole text since the
transcribed text has neither plot nor editor (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012). Reading and rereading the data can help the researcher become immersed and intimately familiar with its
content (Braun & Clarke, 2006b). The “key-words-in-context technique” was helpful as I noted
initial ideas by identifying keywords and then systematically searching the corpus of text to find
all instances of the word or phrase.
Coding
By generating short codes, I identified significant features of the data, which might be
relevant to answering the research question. This phase included coding the entire data, gathering
all the codes, and collating data to identify essential features for data analysis (Braun & Clarke,
2006b). In order to understand what people were talking about, I looked at both Chinese and
English translation words participants used.
Words that occur often could be salient in the minds of respondents. Word repetition
coding can be formal or informal. In the formal analysis, word repetitions can be easily
generated by computer (http://www.analytictech.com/mb870/Readings/ryanbernard_techniques_to_identify_themes_in.htm). In an informal way, I read the text and noted
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words that people use often because these might point to information that valuable in the
participant's life.
I compared stories across people, space, and time by asking myself hypothetical
questions such as "How is this text different from the preceding text?" or “How similar is this
text to my own experiences?” Through this compare and contrast approach, I developed ideas
about themes, which represent the ways, the words are either similar to or different from each
other.
The coding process requires a continual bending back on oneself (Braun & Clarke, 2019).
Researchers should continually question and query the assumptions they are making in
interpreting and coding the data (Braun & Clarke, 2019). In order to develop the codes, I spent
lots of time collaborating and reflecting on whether the code was proper or if any other code
could be used instead. I would return to previous codes to rethink and reanalyze them during the
investigative process so I could generate richer assumptions.
Searching for Themes
The purpose of examining the codes and collated data is to identify significant broader
patterns of meaning (Braun & Clarke, 2006b). A theme is “a phrase or sentence that identifies
what a unit of data is about and/or what it means” (Bloomberg, 2008, p. 140). Some themes are
broad, and other themes might focus and link particular kinds of expressions.
In order to find a theme, I focused on the understanding of analytic objectives. The wordbased technique is a fast and efficient way to start looking for themes, codes and collated data
related to different themes. However, this technique requires a lot of attention to details and
nuances so that it is the most labor intensive. I used the compare and contrast approach to focus
on the data itself rather than on theoretical flights of fancy. The approach of linguistic connectors
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indicated the logic in the text by looking for words and phrases such as “because,” “if,” “since,”
and “as a result.”
Reviewing Themes
It is essential to check the candidate themes to determine that respondents tell convincing
stories of the data and that answers the research questions. “Themes are cleared as a pattern of
shared meaning underpinned by a central concept or idea in the thematic analysis approach”
(Braun & Clarke, 2006b, p. 12). In other words, themes can be either refined or combined and
discarded.
Segmentation is a vital, applied thematic analysis-mapping tool researchers use with
extensive data to simplify exploring thematic elements and their relationships (Guest,
MacQueen, & Namey, 2012). I developed proper segmentations that assisted me to recognize,
map, and briefly display the context and multidimensionality of the data used to answer the
research question. I used "InqScribe,” which is a digital media transcription software, to insert
shortcuts, snippets, and timecodes in the transcript (https://www.inqscribe.com/).
Defining and Naming Themes
The researcher needs to develop a detailed analysis of each theme (Braun & Clarke,
2006b). Having more themes is better at the beginning of the data analysis stage. Depending on
the number of texts and their complexity, the number of themes found in examining the texts,
and the researcher’s experience and fatigue, the researcher might find new themes. Additionally,
the researcher who has more experience finding themes is likely to reach saturation later than
novices do (Nowell, Norris, White, & Moules, 2017).
Some data collected by researchers might not contain useful information. It might be
worthwhile to define those data as different segments and label them with a generic code such as
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“Unclear Data” (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012). The used this label and benefitted because
later, after I better understood the data, my ““Unclear Data” made sense and was helpful in
reviewing the data quality. For example, I learned repeated “Unclear Data” in a particular section
may indicate incorrect order, phrasing, or delivery of questions.
There are diverse researcher-designed software programs for qualitative data analysis,
offering a variety of choices with a dizzying array of add-on features. A proper qualitative
analysis software assists in coding, retrieving, mapping, linking, and searching the research data.
Utilizing computer software helped me with data interpretation and analysis. I entered the data
into Atlas.ti. to define and name themes. Nevertheless, the qualitative analysis software did not
do the analysis because it was not possible to upload a data set and simply “run” an analysis
(Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012). Instead, I added the consideration of each subsequent
round of data review to the overall understanding of the research question.
Writing up the Data Analysis
Finally, the researcher should weave together the analytic narrative and data extracts and
contextualize the analysis in relation to existing literature (Braun & Clarke, 2006b). I ensured the
text was concise and written in clear language, and my report deemphasized methods and
highlighted findings because readers from public sector audiences do not spend enough time
reading long articles or analyzing every detail (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012).
Reflexivity: Role of the Researcher
Reflexivity, which is both a concept and a process, pertains to the “analytic attention to
the researcher's role in qualitative research” (Gouldner, 1971, p. 16, as cited in Palaganas,
Sanchez, Molintas & Carocatovo, 2017). As a concept, reflexivity is a self-awareness involved in
the research process (Lambert, Jomeen, & McSherry, 2010). As a continuous process, it is a
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reflection of recognizing, examining, and understanding how the researcher's social background,
location, and assumptions affect the research practice (Palaganas, Sanchez, Molintas &
Carocatovo, 2017).
In the earliest collection of poems in China, “The Book of Songs,” the song “哀哀父母，
生我劬劳” [What a Hard Work My Parents Spend to Give Birth to Me and Raise Me] has been
widely transmitted. I grew up under Confucian culture where parents dedicate themselves to
raise and educate their children and where children are the continuation of their parents' lives.
Both of my parents are professors at the Chinese university. They firmly believe learning is an
endless process; therefore, they encouraged me to study abroad even though I already have a
master's degree from China.
I remember sitting on the mattress without any bedding on the first night I moved into my
apartment after arriving in the United States. I was baffled by the fact that the American studio
did not provide a quilt and pillow. Additionally, I specifically asked for two American
roommates because I was looking forward to practicing English with them, but their doors were
always closed. I lived in a city and without air conditioning for more than 25 years, but my
roommates kept the room temperature to 65 degrees all the time. I felt cold, lonely, and strange,
and I hoped to buy a ticket to go home.
My expectations about the university soon cheered me until I found I did not understand
what the teacher and my American classmates were saying. They spoke at a fast pace, and their
pronunciations were different from the English language I was familiarized with in China. My
concerns became more evident when one of my teachers gave me 60 points on my first
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assignment (paper) since she thought I did not know how to write an article at all, but I knew my
Chinese writing won a national award. I wondered if I should give up on school.
“天行健，君子以自强不息” [As Heaven Maintains Vigor through Movements, A
Gentleman Should Continually Strive for Self-perfection] (by Zhouyi) is my motto. I made a
tough decision I would try to face and overcome these challenges. I consulted professors and did
much research to write a proper American article. I spent a lot of time practicing speaking and
listening so I could understand the people in my class. Outside of the classroom, I joined
different groups and clubs to learn more about American culture. Gradually, everything seemed
to improve.
Three years later, I graduated with a 3.91 average GPA and was admitted to the Ph.D.
program in Curriculum and Instruction. The president of the university talked about my story as
an example at the graduation ceremony. In the same year, I married my love. We decided to have
our home near the university, which is now like my second hometown. I do not want to leave
here, so I started working as an immigration advisor in the Office of International Students
Service in 2016.
I believe I have fully adapted to American life since writing an American paper is no
longer an issue for me, and I can clearly communicate with instructors and classmates. In
particular, I began to enjoy the class such that I would listen carefully to the ideas of other
students and then propose my own suggestions after critical thinking. I started to actively seek
extracurricular online courses. Nevertheless, I find the academic challenges I faced are only one
part because there are still many issues waiting for me to solved.
Today, the top challenge I face is communication with my co-workers. When we chat, I
do not understand the idioms and slang they use. I cannot understand where the “ha-ha point” is
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whenever my co-workers are laughing because of a joke. Even though my co-workers are so
kind they always consider my level of English understanding, I still feel stressed. In addition, the
text of my writing is boring and without emotion. It is especially difficult for me to express
various emotions in English emails. On top of all of this, I can feel my Chinese text level is
falling due to a lack of practice.
I still unconsciously use "Chinese thinking patterns" to consider and do things, and I
think this is horrible. The “Zhongyong” in Confucianism is the ideology in Chinese society. It
encourages people to stay in the middle between two extremes, one of excess and the other of
deficiency. For example, courage, a virtue, if taken to excess manifests as recklessness and if
deficient as cowardice. Through my Chinese education, I was educated to be humble, gentle, and
peaceful. However, I faced many obstacles during the interview process within the U.S. because
when my interviewer questions my abilities, I am humble and say, “I am still far away from …”.
My American journey is filled with challenges, surprises, self-exploration, and joy. I
hope other international students, especially Chinese students, will face fewer challenges than I.
There is a saying in the book of the Later Han, “天下皆知取之为取，而莫知与之为取” [It is
Commonly Known That to Take Is a Gain. Little Do They Know What to Give Can Also Be a
Gain], which inspires me to pursue this research. Just as I told my colleagues during my job
interview, “I feel that my American dream has come true. I hope to help more international
students achieve their academic success and recognize their value in the U.S.”
Ethics
Participation in this study is voluntary, and information about and from the participants
are confidential. I emailed participants telling them the interviews are optional and that
participants may end their participation at any time. I informed participants that they can speak in
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both English and Chinese, and I provided general information about the study and its purposes
before the interview, following the IRB Informed Consent letter.
Although I collected names, phone numbers, email address, and WeChat (a messaging
and social media app) information to maintain contact throughout the study, I kept the interview
transcriptions separate from all identifying information. Electronic data and interview records are
in a password-protected personal laptop and uploaded into a Box.com account. Furthermore, I
digitized IRB consent forms and physical documents and kept them in a Box.com account. I kept
the hard copies of the IRB consent forms and transcriptions in a locked drawer to which only I
have a key in my on-campus office.
Validation Strategies
I used several strategies to ensure the credibility and trustworthiness of the findings of the
study. A brief description of each procedure follows.
Member Checking
Since I was both the data collector and data analyst, there was potential for researcher
bias. Member checking, which is the method of returning an interview or analyzed data to a
participant, can be used to validate, verify, or assess the trustworthiness of qualitative results
(Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell, & Walter, 2016).
Translation Checking
Language differences generate challenges. They might result in a loss of meaning and the
validity of the qualitative study. Selecting an interpreter who is culturally acceptable, as well as
proficient in the language to assist, but not to take over the role of the interviewer or the
interviewee, is significant (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). The use of professional translators to
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translate transcription from Chinese to English should increase the credibility and dependability
of the research.
Every year, the CESC company serves as an interpretation supplier for over 50
internationally important conferences and provides business, travel, or factory investigation to
many long-term clients or individuals. The company's major cases of interpretation include The
International Conference on the Belt and Road, 2018 International Intangible Culture Heritage
Image Exhibition and Forum, BMO Canadian High School Road Show, 3rd Ningbo Biomedicine & Life Health Forum, Messe Frankfurt Ambiente Press Conference, ISTEC Paris MBA
Strategic Management Course, Smith & Nephew Advanced Wound Care Academy, 2018
Healthcare & Aged Care Facility Design Summit, NB-IOT Industry Ecology Conference, etc.
This company insists on the 6-step QA control process for the translation project, as
follows (Figure 8):
1. Complete quality control process
It consists of three parts, i.e. project process, translation/interpretation workflow and
quality control indicators.
2. Continuous control process
The quality management system is designed to learn about project quality on a real-time
basis, starting from the day when a contract is signed and ending till the project is completed.
3. Detailed quality records
A full-time team and the chief reviewer are in charge of recording. Quality record tables
are filled in every day before they are signed by relevant persons for confirmation.
4. Keep updated with translation/interpretation
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The company provides project progress and quality evaluation results on a daily basis to
keep customers updated with the progress and quality of translation/interpretation.
5. Ensure interpretation quality
In strict accordance with the established translation process, the company uses uniform
terms and proofread every translated document for three times to ensure the quality of
translation.
6. Provide quality assessment tables
After a project is completed, this company provides corresponding quality evaluation
tables, records project contents and standards, and makes timely improvements according to
customer feedback.

Figure 8. CESC Translation Process
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Prolonged Engagement with the Field
While short-term interviewing could provide valuable data, prolonged engagement goes
beyond the meaning of participants’ language narratives and social interactions. As I work with
international students and am familiar with the Pathway Program, I gathered documents, made
observations, and participated in conversations as part of my workday in the 2020-2021
academic year to provide information in which to situate the interview results in the specific
context of this one Pathway Program.
Peer Debriefing
The validity of the gathered information was vital to the entire process. Incorrect data
could undermine my work. I consulted with committee members who have prior experience with
international students in the U.S. to provide feedback on assumptions and perspectives. Also, my
functional supervisor, who is working on advising international students within the same district
context, assisted in acknowledging the bias. Two colleagues are currently working on separate
studies related to students’ academic success; they also checked for accuracy of the data
collection and analysis processes.
Limitations
Qualitative research data were collected from human experiences. In this study, I
explored participants’ narratives. I included in my findings my personal story where my
experiences shared commonalities or differences with participants. Therefore, there were
research limitations.
I was concerned with the lack of consistency in data collection. Since I only had two
interviews with each participant, I might collect incomplete data. The potential for incomplete
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data collection might include omitting aspects of my participants’ past experiences. Additionally,
participants may not accurately recall past or recent experiences.
I included my personal stories and experiences as an international student in this
exploratory study. When the participants and I exchanged stories, they might have withheld their
perspectives or information.
It is possible I asked interview questions to affect the participant's response to the next
question. To avoid this bias, I kept my questions simple. In addition, I maintained a research
journal to create transparency in my research process.
Summary
I used exploratory inquiry for the study because the purpose was to explore and gain
insight into the experiences of three Chinese students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public,
four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. My aims were to collect these Chinese international
students’ stories of one specific Pathway program and report findings to gain insight into factors
that might prepare Chinese students for academic success in the U.S.
My use of narrative interviews allowed information to have a higher degree of impact on
the gathered material than a more traditional question-answer schema would. My thematic
analysis method helped to organize and describe the data set in rich detail but also allowed me to
interpret themes I identified. My validation strategies of journaling and peer debriefing to clarify
my bias, as well as member checking and translation checking, provided for greater credibility of
the results of my study.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
FINDINGS

学然后知不足，教然后知困；
知不足然后能反，知困然后能自强 (礼记·学记)
After learning, to know the own shortcomings
After teaching, to know the own knowledge is poor;
To know the own deficiencies and then anti
To feel confused and then self-reliance.

In this qualitative study, I explored the experiences of three Chinese international
students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public, four-year university in the Southeastern
U.S. I conducted an exploratory study using narrative representations of participants’ stories and
experiences through interviews. In this chapter, I provide the findings organized in four sections:
procedure, generating codes, exploring themes, and summary.
Procedure
I faced challenges to complete the data collection procedure. My university originally
hired me as an Immigration Specialist, and I provided immigration services for INTO USF
students since 2016. However, I moved back to the main office on June 7, 2019 and this affected
my opportunity to meet with a graduate pathway student who has been studying at INTO USF
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for more than one semester. Comparing the walk-in hours from before and after my time at
INTO USF, the walk-in hours for the main office are separated for both F-1/J-1 Status Questions
and Employment Questions (Table 4). Initially, my functional supervisor and I were the only
advisers for INTO USF Enrolled F-1 students; however, currently, there are 12 DSOs in our
main office. Additionally, there are fewer walk-in hours. Because of the shorter work hours and
the expanded staff, I am less likely to encounter a graduate pathway student who has been
studying at INTO USF for more than one semester.
Table 4. Walk-in Hours from Before and After (USF Office of International Service, 2020)
Walk-in Hours
for F-1/J-1
Questions
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Before 06/06/19 (office was
located at the INTO USF
building)
Morning
9 AM – 12
2 PM – 4 PM
PM
9 AM – 12
2 PM – 4 PM
PM
N/A
N/A
9 AM – 12
2 PM – 4 PM
PM
9 AM – 12
2 PM – 4 PM
PM

After 06/07/19 (office is located outside
of the INTO USF building)
Afternoon
10 AM – 12 PM
N/A (for
Employment Only)
N/A (for
2 PM – 4 PM
Employment Only)
N/A
N/A
10 AM – 12 PM
N/A (for
Employment Only)
N/A (for
2 PM – 4 PM
Employment Only)

I am responsible for more duties since I am facing both INTO USF and Tampa USF
initial and enrolled F-1 international students. Since my major duties are focusing on coding,
creating initial and change of level I-20s, extension and transferring out, responding to emails
our office's main email inbox received, etc., I could talk to a student who arrived during walk-in
hours about two topics: travel questions and simple enrollment concerns. One of the International
Student Advisors is solving the enrollment issues, so I rarely had a chance to follow my data
collection plan.
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The second challenge was the timing. The winter vacation made it difficult since most
students left campus for either vacation or to return home. I found the first volunteer, Helen, by
the end of January 2020. I had two smooth face-to-face interviews with her, sitting in the lobby
of the INTO USF building. I was happy to begin following my plan.
The third challenge was the onset of the COVID-19. My grandmother was hospitalized in
China for two days before she passed away on February 13 because there was no doctor
available to perform the surgery she required. Most physicians were assigned to the COVID-19
treatment centers. Here in the U.S., my family decided to withdraw our children from school
when we realized the severity of the disease. It was a hard choice because my husband was
temporarily working from home, but I had not received any notice from USF about the school’s
plans for dealing with the pandemic. By the beginning of March, the USF closed its campuses
due to the Coronavirus (COVID-19).
For almost two months, I paused my data collection procedure because I was working
from home, and our office suspended walk-in services. I learned from many international
students they were leaving the U.S. I felt desperate I could not complete the data collection.
Fortunately, my major professor informed me that Microsoft Teams could be used for
interviews. On May 18, I sent a group email to more than 50 graduate pathway students who
completed the INTO USF program for more than one term. I received three responses within two
days. I conducted the second and third interviews through Teams.
The next issue was the translation of my transcripts. I provided flexibility for the
participants so that they could complete the interviews in their preferred languages. All of them
chose Chinese. I could not use regular transcript software since interviews included both English
and Chinese. It took some time for me to transcribe from the audio record, resulting in more than
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12,000 words. Because the average cost for at American translation company is $0.15 per word,
I had to find a more economical solution. I finally found an official certified translation company
that could complete the English translation process at a reasonable cost in China.
On August 21, I returned both Chinese and English transcripts to the three participants
for their review. One day later, I received confirmation from both Helen and Michael that the
transcripts looked great. On August 23, John responded with his modified transcript and the
following feedback.
[Original email]
做得太好了，红色字体部分我更改的。
谢谢你给这次交流机会，希望能在推动 INTO 持续提升服务有点作用。
[English translation]
You did an excellent job. The part I have edited is red highlighted.
Thank you for providing this opportunity to communicate. (I) hope it will be useful in
promoting INTO’s services. (Email from John, August 23, 2020)
Generating Codes
I completed transcribing Helen’s interview in February, and John and Michael's at the
beginning of July. The certified translation company, Beijing Century Eng-Smart Translation
Co., Ltd., received the original Chinese transcript on August 12. I received the completed
English translation six days later. After collecting all the feedback from the three interviewees, I
sent John’s Chinese and English transcripts back to the translation company. On August 26, the
company emailed the updated transcripts to me. Table 5 shows the data source and timeline of
data collection.
I used thematic analysis to identify, analyze, organize, describe, and report the themes
found within the data set (Braun & Clarke, 2006). I was careful to search for the logic in the text
by looking for words and phrases such as "because," "however," "if," "since," and "as a result." I
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used InqScribe 2.5, a digital media transcription software, to insert shortcuts, snippets, and
timecodes. I entered the data into Atlas.ti. a "powerful software for the qualitative analysis of
large bodies of textual, graphical, audio, and video data” (see https://atlasti.com/product/what-isatlas-ti/) for final coding and generating themes.
Table 5. Data Collection Actions and Sources
Timeline
January 2020

February 2020

May 2020

●
●

Actions
Conducted Two Face-to-Face interviews
with Helen.
Wrote note.
Conducted the Researcher Journal.

●

Completed Helen’s transcript in writing.

●






July 2020

Conducted Two Teams interviews with John.●
Conducted Two Teams interviews with
Michael.
●
Wrote note.
●
Conducted the Researcher Journal.
● Completed both John and Michael’s
transcripts in writing.

August 2020

●

August 2020

●
●
●

August 2020

●

August 2020

●

August 2020
August 2020

●
●

Found the certificated translation
company.
Signed contract.
Signed Confidentiality Agreement.
Sent the written transcript to the
company to translate.
Received the English translation from the
company.
Sent both Chinese transcript and English
translation back to three participants to
review.
Received response from Helen and John.
Received response from John.

Sources
Two audio-records, one was
45 minutes, and another was
35 minutes long
● Notes on observations.
● Researcher Journal
● Two audio-records, one was
45 minutes, and another was
35 minutes long
Four audio-records,
approximately 4 hours long
Notes on observations
Researcher Journal
●

●

Four audio-records,
approximately 4 hours long

●

N/A

●

Three Chinese transcripts,
approximately 12,000 words
N/A

●
●
●
●

Three Chinese transcripts
and English translation,
approximately 25,000 words
N/A
N/A

Exploring Themes
After reading both Chinese transcripts and English translation five times, I identified 144
codes related to the research questions. Examples of the major codes were: "communication,"
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"connect," "culture," "difficult," "encourage," "excited," "frustrated," "independent," "language,"
"meaningful," "multicultural," "obey the order," "patient," "practice," "pressure," "respected,"
"stressed," "teamwork," "unwilling," and "useful."
From the 144 codes, I created eight broad themes after organizing related codes and
labeling the groupings of codes with thematic labels (Green, Willis, & Daly, 2007). I gave
additional attention to the relationships of the themes to the research questions to ensure
consistency and coherence (Holloway & Todres, 2003). Table 6 lists the eight themes and their
relationships to the research questions guiding the study.
Table 6. Broad Themes and Relationship to Research Questions
Theme 1

Accomplishment

RQ1: Academic Experience

Theme 2

Resources

RQ1: Academic Experience
RQ2: Learning Differences

Theme 3

Instructional Style

RQ2: Learning Differences

Theme 4

Ambitions

RQ2: Learning Differences
RQ3: Co-curricular Experience

Theme 5

Lifestyle

RQ3: Co-curricular Experience

Theme 6

Social Interactions

RQ3: Co-curricular Experience

Theme 7

Institutional Support

RQ1: Academic Experience
RQ3: Co-curricular Experience

Theme 8

Culture Shock

RQ1: Academic Experience
RQ2: Learning Differences
RQ3: Co-curricular Experience

Background of Three Interviewees
Three Chinese international students participated in the study. To protect confidentiality,
I assigned them each a pseudonym. Table 7 provides basic demographic information. The table
is, followed by a brief description of each participant.
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Table 7. Demographic Data of Chinese International Student Participants
Pseudonym

Age

Gender

Major

Duration of Study in the Graduate Pathway
Program

Helen

31

Female

TESOL

5 Months

John

44

Male

Industrial
Engineering

8 Months

Michael

25

Male

Film Studies

8 Months

Helen is a 31-year-old Chinese international student from Northern China. She was a
preschool teacher in China after she pursued her bachelor's degree in her hometown. Helen
started her American journey in the INTO USF Academic English Training program. When I
interviewed her in January 2020, she had just started the second semester in the Graduate
Pathway program at INTO USF with a major in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Language). Helen hoped to enter USF, and she wanted to increase her GPA after entry. She was
willing to find an internship opportunity so she could better understand American culture as well
as spread Chinese culture and teach Chinese in the U.S. after graduation. Helen's goal was to
return to China and bringing the educational methods she learned from the U.S. to share with her
Chinese students and colleagues so they might understand American educational concepts.
John is from a landlocked province of China, which is part of the Central China region.
He is 44-years-old with more than 16 years' work experience in China. He pursued a bachelor's
degree in Engineering at Beijing Institute of Technology and graduated from the graduate school
at Beihang University under oriented training. In his master's study, he focused on testing and
measurement technology and instruments. One of the reasons he wanted to come to the U.S. was
his son has serious ADHD, and the teacher in China left his son at the back of the class. He
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worried about his son, so he made the study abroad decision after discussing it with his family
members. He and his son arrived in the U.S. in 2019.
Michael is oriental from Eastern China. His bachelor's major was journalism. After
graduation, he worked as a documentary director for three years. He faced both career
development and knowledge doubts about his career, so he decided to continue his studies to
resolve them. He knew how many "puzzles" could be resolved and what result he could achieve
after his graduation, but he hoped to learn more. One of his senior schoolmates was an agent and
recommended INTO USF. Additionally, he knew a female schoolmate who studied at the INTO
USF before. After chatting with both friends, he applied for the INTO USF Graduate Pathway
program with a major Film Studies, which was related to his previous study and past work
experience.
Theme One: Accomplishment
The INTO USF Academic English program provides six levels of training (from Level 1,
beginners to the Level 6, professionals); I studied in this program for two terms starting at
English training Level 3. I took five different courses per term, so my daily schedule was full.
Since the INTO USF program was new in 2010, it had a lack of student services, but both the
class arrangement and teaching quality were excellent, and many USF departments recognized
students who passed the Academic English program. I worked hard and received all A’s for my
Level 4 study. By submitting the final report for Level 4, I successfully applied and was admitted
to the USF master's program without needing to provide a TOEFL score.
All three participants believed they had seen improvements and accomplishments in
themselves since studying at the INTO USF Graduate Pathway program. John believed the
experience gave him a strong sense of accomplishment, not only for himself but also for his son.
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He mentioned that his study for the past year was closely related to his previous work
experiences and major (Industrial Engineering), which he believed would be helpful for his
future work. He also complimented both specialty courses' arrangement and language training
provided by the Graduate Pathway program. In his opinion, to be free to choose specialty courses
could help him focus on improving quality-related and manufacturing-related experiences. The
language-learning course enhanced his English skill.
Similar to John, Michael mentioned the American teacher's education technique satisfied
his study experiences. He said the knowledge he learned in the past year at the INTO USF
Graduate Pathway program was more than his four years undergraduate study in China. He
mentioned:
[Original transcript]
我觉得我非常感谢美国的教育,包括教育方法和教育制度。过去一年我过得非常充
实，可以说比过去四年我在国内上本科获得的成就感更大。例如美国老师在知识上
的教授方法，这是我总体的一个满意点。
[English translation]
I am grateful to American education, including the education method and education
system. I had a full past year that I achieved more than I learned from the four-year
college study in China. The way American teachers teach is one thing I am satisfied with
in general.
In my own past ten years of academic experience, I was looking for more resources to
improve my learning experience after I entered the postgraduate level. From the beginning when
I only attended relevant lectures of the College of Education to now that I would like to be a
volunteer for different departments’ activities, I keep getting more accomplishments in these
experiences. The American education system makes me feel infinite possibilities that I can
continuously improve my value.
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All of the participants I interviewed stated that INTO USF helped them to achieve their
accomplishments in academics. For example, Helen learned how to write in APA format from
the INTO USF EAP course, which helped her reduce difficulties in writing in formal classes. She
mentioned that she never thought the APA format was useful and important, but she never
learned it from a Chinese school. Besides her studies, Helen obtained an internship that was
related to academic learning to teach Chinese in a local language school. As a student who
studied in the education area, it was the first time she learned the differences between Chinese
and American students:
[Original transcript]
我参加了一个当地的语言学校的志愿者的服务活动。这个语言夏列营是在一个
Charter school，主要教中文,阿拉伯语和西班牙语三个语种。我是中文的服务志愿
者。中文夏列营一共有两个班，两位老师都是曾经在 Tampa 都有丰富教学经历的
老师。这个活动让我收益比较深的是，我第一次接触到美国学生，从他们上课的反
应让我感受到和中国学生的不同。
[English translation]
I participated in a volunteer activity of a local language school, which was a language
summer camp at a Charter School. (This summer camp provided) Chinese, Arabic, and
Spanish training. I was a Chinese volunteer. The Chinese summer camp had two classes
and both teachers had rich teaching experience in Tampa. I benefited a lot from the
activity because it was the first time I had contact with American students.
All the participants provided positive feedback that they had achieved their
accomplishments within the U.S. Most of them preferred the flexibility to choose specialty
courses. They recognized the American teaching pedagogy and educational system helped enrich
students' academic experiences and improve academic standards, and they appreciated the
educational environment at INTO USF Graduate Pathway program. All of them thought that
their experience in the U.S. had assisted them to grow.
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Theme Two: Resources
I remember, about seven years ago, there was a person working at the USF library who
provided a free lecture I attended. In those two hours of training, I learned how to use the library
system, including searching articles, books, videos, and other library materials, discovering
online resources such as journals and dissertations, and exploring other resources like the
Writing Center, research tutorials, and free workshops. That was the first time I found out how
much more useful the American library system could be compared to the two painful years I
searched for articles using the Chinese database system. The reason is Chinese and English
writing methods, styles, ideas, and frameworks are completely different. I still remember my
professor often put a question mark after my quotes.
John’s experiences were different from my own. He John believed his postgraduate
studies in China helped him lay a foundation for study because he was trained on how to use the
library resources before. He was the only participant bringing out the statement that he had
learned a lot from the Chinese postgraduate study:
[Original transcript]
我相信很多本科毕业的直接上研究生的学生他们应该利用美国的图书馆资源，因为
图书馆资源对于研究生很重要。在国内读研究生的时候，我是”国家图书馆网”的常
客，因为我(国内)研究生的老师很严谨。他给我三个选题让我自主选择。他让我先
去图书馆查资料。他知道我不知道怎么查资料，所以他建议我把这三个选题相关的
期刊和杂志从最早一期开始翻阅一直到最新的资料，把和我选题相关的题目复印下
来看两遍。我阅读后从最后的几十篇文章中找到我的选题思路。我充分利用了中国
图书馆资料。在美国我的 EAP 课程老师教我们如何写论文怎么写综述，因为我有
在中国图书馆这段经验，我都知道怎么写。
[English translation]
Many students who went straight to graduate school after college should make good use
of library resources in the U.S. because library resources are very important to graduate
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students. When I was a graduate student in China, I often visited the National Library of
China website. My graduate adviser was very rigorous. He gave me three subjects to
choose. He asked me to go to the library for (collecting) information. He knew I didn't
know how to search for information, so he suggested I go through related journals and
magazines from the earliest issues to the latest ones. (I was asked to make) copy (for all
the articles which are) relevant to titles and read them twice. I got an idea for my subject
from the last dozens of articles. I made full use of China's library resources. In the U.S.,
my EAP teacher taught us how to write papers and how to write an overview. Thanks to
my experience with the Chinese library, I know how to write.
In fact, most international students do not know how to use the university's resources.
Fortunately, the Graduate Pathway program provided a specific academic advisor group assisting
international students. All the participants in this study thought that these advisors were helpful.
Only Michael said the academic advisor had provided limited help, while Helen mentioned both
the academic advisor and Tutoring Center helped her a lot. She stated the academic advisor
interacted with her often. Helen also provided some detailed examples:
[Original transcript]
我觉得在 Pathway 最好的事情是和 advisor 的沟通。我当时是觉得我的语言成绩不
够突出，我的学术能力不够强。然后我在上教育心理学的时候，在听课上面就会发
生一些问题，比如说我不能够及时领会到老师要传达的信息。我不能够很好地完成
quiz 然后考得更好。我的 advisor 他会定时联系我的教授询问我的最新成绩,表现,
以及最近的困难。所以在发生了我的成绩不理想的情况下，我的 advisor 主动和我
聊天并且要求我及时反馈在课堂上的进程。比如说这 1-2 周我对教育心理学的课程
感觉如何，是觉得难度有些大？还是慢慢适应了？还是说依旧很讨厌这种课程？他
会了解我的心理状态并给予我一些指导，比如说他觉得我有这些学科上压抑的现
象，他会建议我去学校的 counseling center。这一点是我比较感动的，因为我觉得
和学生之间的联系性质是比较强的。
[English translation]
The best thing at Pathway was the communication with the advisor. At that time, my
language grades were not brilliant, and my academic ability was not strong enough. Then
in the Educational Psychology class, I met some problems. For example, I could not get
what the teacher was trying to convey in time. I (also) could not finish and do better in
the quiz well. My advisor would contact my professor to ask about my latest performance
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and difficulties. Therefore, when my grades were unsatisfactory, my advisor came to me
and asked me to give him timely feedback on my progress in class. Such as, how do I feel
about the educational psychology class in the past 1-2 weeks? Is it difficult? Am I getting
used to it? Do I still hate the class? He would learn about my mental status and give me
some guidance. If he thought I was depressed, he would suggest that I go to the school’s
counseling center. I am touched about that because I think the connection (between the
advisor and) students is strong.
Two participants believed specific training about how to search for academic resources
was needed. Whether it was John who had received relevant intensive training or both Helen and
Michael whose English ability at admission was poor, they all expected to know more such as
how to obtain resources, in which way to rationally use resources, and where was more related
resources could be found.
Overall, most of the participants were satisfied that the INTO USF Graduate Pathway
program provided assistance through resources for international students. All stated they
received this kind of assistance more or less. John cared more about the flexible use of resources,
Helen relied more on relevant resources provided by the academic advisor and her department,
and Michael had started to independently search for different extracurricular resources.
Theme Three: Instructional Style
John was the participant who stated the basic education in China is better than American
education. He said, in China, both postgraduate and undergraduate study laid a solid foundation
of theoretical knowledge. He studied engineering in his undergraduate work and took electronics
related courses, so he had a strong theoretical knowledge about electronics and machinery.
Besides, he took four math courses during the postgraduate study and three to four math courses
during undergraduate study, so his math knowledge was better compared to his classmates in the
U.S.
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However, John thought American education stresses independent learning, while Chinese
education is teacher-centered since the teacher determines the courses of a specialty. Helen
provided a similar point that Chinese students would always prefer to be around the teachers to
seek help. She believed the educational environment and instructional philosophy are different
between the United States and China, in general:
[Original transcript]
我觉得中国和没有教育的不同是教育环境不同，第二点是教育理念的差异。首先美
国的教育是合作式教育，大家一起分配和承担。中国偏向于个人学习，比如你会经
常看到学生自己去完成一个任务。如果有问题但是没有解决的话，中国学生会寻求
老师的帮助。而美国学生喜欢集体做一项任务，但是会分成不同的部分，大家整体
围绕一个核心，这个是我觉得是教育上最大的不同。
[English translation]
I think the educational environment and educational philosophy are different between
Chinese education and American education. American education (focuses on)
cooperative that everyone shares the work. Chinese students tend to study alone. You
could often see Chinese students do a task on their own. When they have problems that
they cannot solve, Chinese students go to teachers for help. In contrast, American
students like to do a task together. However, they will divide it into parts and everyone
works around one center. I think this is the biggest difference in education.
She highly appreciated the American school's teamwork instructional style since it helps
people understand the personal character in a team and then improve the team achievement by
playing well in their own roles. In her story, she mentioned Chinese students were studying
alone, but she did not talk about the effect of this study approach. In Michael's opinion, Chinese
students did not truly understand what self-learning was. The reason was China's scoring
standards. He stated there was a fundamental difference in obtaining scores between the
education in China and the U.S., even though scores were the criteria for determining the grade
of the course in both countries:
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[Original transcript]
从教育框架来讲，在中国我们始终没有锻炼出如何自我学习和达成自我学习的目
的。但是在美国，首先我觉得我的人文学科的阅读量非常大。每一周的任务都很
多。这种压力是很难想象的。比如成绩方面，在国内一个期末考试就可以决定一个
学期课程的成绩。有没有学到知道不重要。老师不会评估你学到多少也不会寻求学
生的反馈。而在美国，每周都要将学到的内容给与老师一定的回应因此持续性的得
到分数。在这个过程中，虽然目的是获得更高的分数，你不得不逼着自己去学习和
阅读更多的课外知识。这就是为什么我之前说在美国学习的成就感特别大。
[English translation]
In terms of the educational framework, in China, we have no training on how to do selflearning and achieve the purpose of self-learning. In the U.S., a lot of reading is required
for the major of humanities. The assignments are a lot every week (so) the pressure is
unimaginable. As to grades, in China, the final exam determines the grades of a semester.
It does not matter whether you have learned the knowledge. The teacher will not evaluate
how much you have learned or seek student feedback. In the U.S., you have to give
feedback on what you have learned to the teacher every week to obtain grades
continuously. In this process, you force yourself to learn and read more extracurricular
knowledge, even if your purpose is to get higher grades. This is why I said studying in
the U.S. gives me a strong sense of accomplishment.
John had the same feeling. He used the word “set” to determine the Chinese education;
that exam score is the only standard to evaluate the student. Besides, he thought the purpose of
Chinese class was not clear by showing an example:
[Original transcript]
中国教育就是定制化，老师以考试来定义过不过。中国教育还有一点是我并不知道
学习这门课的目的是什么。我研究生有一门导弹专业课。我学习了关于导弹控制理
论中的非线性理论和线性理论 。老师会把所有的算法教给学生，每一个步骤怎么
计算，他却不告诉你这个算法是干什么用的。我的理解是这些算法可以帮助控制导
弹的飞行方向，可是我完全不理解他们之间的关系是什么。学习之后还是一头雾
水。我目前还没有发现美国学习中的不好。
[English translation]
Chinese education is a set education. Teachers define students by exams. Another thing
about Chinese education is students do not know the purpose of a course. In a specialized
course on missile during my postgraduate study, I learned non-linear theories and linear
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theories about missile control. The teacher taught us all the algorithms and the calculation
at every step, but he did not tell us the use of the algorithms. My guess was the
algorithms could help control the flying direction of a missile, but I did not understand
the relationship between them at all. I was still confused after the study. I have not found
anything bad about American education.
After I started my study in the U.S., I was shocked by the American class syllabus. I still
remember my first major class was "The History of American Education," and the syllabus was
longer than 20 pages, including the class instruction, introduction, purpose, detailed weekly
arrangement, homework, and more than five pages of references the professor recommended we
read, besides the textbook and two extracurricular books. This was something I never saw in
China. During the second semester of the master's study at USF, for one of my final projects, I
was to design a syllabus. I spent nearly two months collecting different syllabi and reading them
carefully. I became even more surprised by the rigor and seriousness of American professors.
Similarly, John was amazed by his teachers' teaching attitudes and their behaviors towards
students:
[Original transcript]
这边的老师非常好。非常公正和严谨。相比之下中国的老师会讲关系。上个学期我
不懂得都会去问老师。INTO USF 的老师也非常好，热心帮助我们。从学术角度来
说，老师都非常公正,严肃,并且乐于帮助学生。当时我很困难的时候我写信给老
师，老师都回复我了，给我一系列建议。于是我拼命补课，补充知识，多听录音，
练习我的口语。
[English translation]
The teachers here are very good. They are impartial and rigorous. In China, teachers
emphasize personal connections. Last semester, I went to the teachers all the time
whenever I had questions. INTO USF's teachers are also very good. They help us warmheartedly. From the academic aspect, (these teachers) are impartial, serious, and ready to
help. When I met difficulties and wrote emails to my teachers, they all replied to me and
gave me a lot of advice. Therefore, I could work very hard to make up for missed classes
and improve my knowledge, listen to tapes, and practice my oral English a lot.
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Besides responsibility, Helen pointed out one of the teaching styles American teachers
used was encouragement. She had a different understanding of American teachers' impartiality.
In her opinion, the teacher had an in-depth understanding of the course and the student
population, and because of this understanding, the teacher can truly and fairly evaluate and give
scores to every student. She gave an example:
[Original transcript]
我觉得我在 Pathway 项目中的老师都是认真负责的。但是我印象最深的老师是教
EAP 课程的。他是非常负责任的老师。因为班里面语言的水平是参差不齐的，他
在教 EAP 的时候他会觉得非常吃力。有的学生明白可是不愿意加入课程活动中，
有的学生不明白他的要求是什么。所以他为了让所有的学生加入到他的课程中，他
就设置了很多在课堂上能够集体完成的游戏，并且把他的教学内容导入到这些游戏
中，这样就显得 EAP 课程不那么单调。第二点是我可以看到老师在对待我们这些
不同水平学生的努力，包括他所有作业的评语，包括他对不同水平的学生有不同阶
段的要求。比如说，语言成绩好的他会要求更高，语言成绩不好的他会降低他的要
求并且在给分的时候不会那么刻板。对于中等的学生，他提出他自己的要求。比如
他会觉得你可以做的更好之类的鼓励性的语言。所以我觉得无论对于成年人还是小
孩这种鼓励是必不可少的。并且这个老师非常喜欢和学生进行面对面的谈话。其实
有些学生不愿意和他 meeting 是觉得比较无聊。因为他每一次都会问你学习当中
有没有困难，他极力的想帮助你解决这些问题。我喜欢这个老师的原因是当我有了
困难的时候我可以直接第一时间获得帮助并且提高我的成绩。
[English translation]
I think my teachers in the Pathway program are all responsible. The most impressive one
is the EAP teacher. He has been very responsible. The students' English levels vary
widely. When he teaches EAP, he found it was very difficult such as some students were
unwilling to join the course activities and some other students did not understand his
requirements. To get all students involved in his course, he has designed a lot of games to
be done collectively in his class and imported his teaching into the games so the EAP
course will not be dull. Another thing is I see the efforts of the teacher towards us from
his assignment remarks. (He expected) different requirements from different students. For
example, he would set higher requirements for those doing well, and lower his
requirements for the poor ones. For average students, he raised his requirements and
encouraged them (because he believed) they could do better. I think such encouragement
is necessary for both adults and children. This teacher liked to talk to students face to
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face. Some students did not like meeting with him because it was boring, such as he
asked if the student had any difficulty in the study every time. He was eager to help
students solve the difficulties. I like this teacher because I could get help immediately
when I have difficulties.
From the consideration of educational pedagogy, John emphasized the educational
methodology at USF was good and the teacher provides students the theories, shows the cases of
applying the theories, and lists the tools which would be used in practice so the inexperienced
students could work immediately after graduation. He agreed with and appreciated the way
American teachers combined the theoretical application and systematic learning in teaching:
[Original transcript]
…学术方面有帮助的是我上了 statistics model design 课程 (数理统计建模)。我对数
理统计非常感兴趣最后我拿到一个 A。其实我觉得这些知识在我工作中都运用到
了，只是我以前没有感觉到。在有工作经验的基础上，这些理论学习我可以立刻接
受。其实在以前工作中，这些理论知识都即从在基础中，我们都看不见，我们只是
选择应用。但是这个老师会告诉我们理论知识是什么，怎么选数，怎么应用这些知
识，我一下子就明白了。这就是系统化学习，理论化应用。
[English translation]
…(INTO USF) helped me to take the Statistics Model Design course, which I was very
interested in mathematical statistics, and I got an A grade. I have used the knowledge in
my work, which I did not realize. With work experience, I could quickly accept the
theoretical learning, and (I even found out) the theories are hidden in my work. The
teacher taught us the theories, how to select figures, and how to use knowledge. That is a
combination of systematic learning and theoretical application.
Michael believed American teachers emphasize critical thinking, which is not allowed in
China's society. He said the social system caused this. Because of his profession, he must seek
more thinking to enrich his work. However, he did not realize his ideology was stuck until he
came to America. He said:
[Original transcript]
美国的老师很强调 critical thinking，尤其是这种文化在中国体制是不允许的，例如
人文学科是批判各种制度啊主义啊文化现象等等，而且这些都与国家和社会结合在
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一起。你会在课堂上发现，比如在中国你是不能在课堂上批判中国，但是你在美国
就会发现美国人批判的永远都是自己和自己的文化。说实话我有点不适应，我们恰
恰缺少批判。你会发现我们的状态是为了批判而批判。但是这一年我发现美国的课
堂文化是有一种人文情怀，美国人会自我评估和自我升华。
[English translation]
American teachers stress critical thinking, which is not allowed in Chinese education.
Humanities criticize various systems, doctrines and cultural phenomena, etc. These are all
associated with the state and society. You will notice that in China, you cannot criticize
China in the classroom, but in the U.S., the Americans always criticize themselves and
their own culture. Honestly, I am not used to it. We lack criticism. Our criticism is for the
purpose of criticism. In the past year, I find that the U.S. classroom culture is humanistic.
The Americans evaluate and sublimate themselves.
As a student who pursued a graduate degree in China, John’s thought was more
independent. Perhaps because of his age and seniority, John thought the status of teachers and
students are equal even though he did not talk about the teacher-student relationship in Chinese
education. John brought out an example to show he thought American teachers listened to others
with an open mind:
[Original transcript]
我们这个学期有个 operation research (USF 的专业课)。在一次考试中七道题中有
两道题的答案错了。我发现后把我的算法发给老师了，但是没有收到回复。考试后
老师说他会把他的标准答案公布出来，在我检查了他的答案后我更加确定这两个答
案是错的。于是我在一个晚上给他发了 5-6 个邮件，他在夜里 12 点回复我。说我
是对的，把我的分数改过来。
[English translation]
This semester, we have an Operation Research class (a specialized course at USF). In an
exam, two of the seven questions had wrong answers. When I noticed that, I sent my
algorithm to the teacher but got no reply. After the exam, the teacher said he would
publish his standard answers. After checking his answers, I was more convinced the two
answers were wrong. Then I sent him 5-6 emails one night. He replied to me at 12 AM.
He said I was right and corrected my score.
In my literature review, I read researchers found, in China, 'good’ students listen to the
instructor without question and obey the school rules, although students are encouraged to
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answer the instructor's questions to show their understanding of knowledge in the classroom.
During my 20 years of studying in China, I followed this classroom culture, and I thought this
culture was universal.
While I was studying at the Academic English program at INTO USF, all of my
classmates were international students. In my opinion, Asian students were very quiet, and
students from Europe and the Middle East actively answered questions, while students from
South America felt free to leave the classroom during the class anytime.
When I entered the study of graduate students and doctoral students, I found the balance
between teachers and American students. Students can raise questions and objections at any time.
I was always scared and waited for the teacher to get angry, but it never happened. Many
teachers immediately answered students’ questions or started group discussions. Some teachers
completed the scheduled courses, leaving the remaining time to discuss with students. My
understanding is the interaction between the American teacher and the student is at the same
level. Helen agreed with my opinion. She was also surprised by how personal some of the
American students' questions were:
[Original transcript]
我发现美国学生是敢于提问的。不管这是不是一个技术性问题，只要是任何他不懂
的问题，他就愿意在上课期间打断老师去提问，而老师也愿意接受这个提问，在回
答完问题后继续自己的课程。但是在中国的教育理念，我们不喜欢在上课中途去打
断老师的课程，我们也会被理解为一种不尊重老师。通常我们希望在课下得到老师
的解答，但是很多时候会变成消极的”我不想去问了”的情况。
[English translation]
I notice American students dare to ask questions. No matter whether it is a technical
question, the student would interrupt the teacher and ask in class as long as he does not
understand. The teacher is willing to answer the question and will continue the class after
answering the question. In China, we do not like interrupting the teacher in class since
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this (action) will be seen as a disrespect to the teacher. We are expected to ask the answer
after class, but very often, the students “do not want to ask” the question anymore.
Although Helen believed China's classroom culture was problematic, she felt this was
inseparable from the status quo in China. She thought Chinese education overstressed rote
learning, but she could not deny it is related to the philosophy and population density in China.
In fact, in Chinese public schools, there are a lot of students. It is impossible for a teacher to
focus on every student. Since the teacher can only pay attention to a specific group of students,
many other students cannot get the teacher's attention in time. Helen believed the large class size
was a problem that could not be changed.
Michael had a different point of view. He believed because the interaction between
students and teachers in China was not strong, students made more connections among
themselves. In addition, he thought this was what American classroom culture lacked:
[Original transcript]
我感觉中国的课堂文化强调联系性，比如在中国学生之前的联系密切交流比较多。
在美国的课堂上虽然同学们也会发表自己的意见，但是我感觉作为同学，时间只是
存在在课堂里，跟周围的同学产生的联系和关系比较少。虽然我也在试图和我的同
学交流，但是成效不大，我觉得这跟美国人对个人时间的规划有关系。我感觉中国
学生在课堂上的关系更紧密。而美国课堂看到更多的 independence。我总觉得美
国的课堂缺少”人情味。”
[English translation]
I think the Chinese classroom culture stresses connection. For example, in China, the
students have close contact and communicate a lot. In the U.S., the students express their
views in class, but they are classmates only in class. They do not contact their classmates
much. I have been trying to communicate with my classmates with little success. I think
it has something to do with the Americans' planning of personal time. Chinese students
are closer to class. In American classrooms, I see more independence, but a shortage of
human touch.
Chinese students want to get out of a schooling system that uses test scores to determine
the student's academic skill. Most of the participants in this study pointed out the major
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difference between the two countries' educational and management system was the scoring
system. They believed that China's grading system was not good because only one final grade
could determine the learning effect of a whole semester. Teachers, parents, and schools did not
care how much you learned. When they saw that your grade was not good, you would be deemed
to have not studied well this semester.
In contrast, participants believed the American education system also utilized a scoring
system, but a student's grade was given by the teacher based on cumulative and average scores
from different projects, assignments, and tests. Therefore, this final score reflected the
comprehensive performance of a student over a period of time. Participants thought this was the
most important factor China should learn from the American education management system.
The three participants all mentioned something related to the relationship between the
teacher and student, or the student and student. They defined American teachers as
compassionate, responsible, patient, and helpful. They were surprised by the interaction between
American teachers and students because the teacher would try to answer students' questions even
if these questions had nothing to do with the content of the class. They did not determine
students' "interrupted questioning" affecting the classroom; some teachers were willing to
discuss these issues with students right away.
The participants utilized phrases such as “set education,” “quiet reaction,” and
“disrespect to the teacher” to describe China's classroom culture. Because of the teacher-centered
educational methodology, the relationship between Chinese students and teachers was not close.
However, some participants thought that the relationship between Chinese students was more
intimate.
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Most of the participants believed students in China were more independent, but American
education emphasized teamwork because the composition of homework was different. Chinese
homework is the personal practice of listening, speaking, reading, and writing, while American is
characterized by individual projects and group projects. Some participants mentioned they were
not used to doing presentations and group work, but they felt they could get more of a sense of
accomplishment from these two projects.
Participants liked being able to choose courses freely in the U.S because, in China, it is
difficult to change the subjects once they are assigned. In Chinese high schools, students decide
whether to study liberal arts or science for the next two years before the second year of high
school. In addition, after entering the university, it is difficult to change majors.
Theme Four: Ambitions
Two years ago, I asked my parents why they finally agreed to my coming to the U.S.
after all the rejections and denials. The answer I got from them was, "When your mind was not
mature yet, our task was to correct your immature thoughts and behaviors. In our opinion, you,
who was already 25 years old at that time, should already set your own values. When you
proposed that you wanted to study abroad again, our first thought was this was the result of your
careful consideration, and you would be responsible for the whole process." They were correct. I
was clear that the purpose of studying abroad was to achieve good grades and graduate
successfully, and I knew my ability and academic level. Helen's statement, which was similar to
mine, was:
[Original transcript]
我希望第一点是能够顺利进入 USF，进入后我想要保证我的 GPA。第二点是我希
望能够进入实习，因此可以更了解美国文化，我可以在美国传播中国文化和教授中
文。第三步是我已经体会到美国教育，接触到美国学生，理解了方法，我想回到中
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国，将美国好的教育方法转换，逐渐让我的中国学生和中国同事有幸接触到美国的
教育理念。比如以前我们评估学生，我们只知道用测试来评估，很多方式我们一直
在做，但是其实还有更多其他方法,比如故事，角色扮演，小组竞赛等等方法来评
估学生。所以我会结合美国和中国的两种理念为中国学生提供更高的教育。
[English translation]
First, I hope to enter USF successfully and continue to increase my GPA. Second, I hope
to get an internship so that I could better understand American culture. I could spread
Chinese culture and teach Chinese in the U.S. Third, I have experienced American
education, had contact with American students, and understood American methods. I
want to go back to China to apply good educational methods of the U.S. in China and let
my Chinese students and colleagues have access to American educational concepts. In
the past, we evaluated our students only by examination. We are still doing so. In fact,
there are many other ways, such as storytelling, role-playing, and group competition, to
evaluate students. I will combine American and Chinese concepts to give Chinese
students a better education.
Different from Helen, Michael revealed his first goal was to continue for a doctorate. If
not, he wanted to work for a while, but he would still hope to pursue further study. He pointed
out he did not think a master's study could give him a deeper knowledge of his work area nad he
still needed to learn more.
John was clear his academic path would end after he obtained the master's degree at USF.
He wished to find a job in the U.S. after he graduates.
[Original transcript]
跟我谈学术目标有点不切实际，因为我在中国有研究生文凭，我在这边再拿一个研
究生文凭，GPA 都在 B 以上就可以了。因为让我在纵深的学习我有点困难，所以
我现在 focus 质量相关的制造相关的课。我暑假选了一个质量体系认证课程，后续
我也要上一些相关的课程，做一个系统的理论学习。在业余的时间，我希望报名美
国质量工程 SQ 的培训。我争取在毕业的时候同时拿到证书和黑带证书，对我将来
在这边找工作有帮助。我不定位学术上有多成功，我只是希望正常毕业，并且努力
完成对我将来就业有帮助的培训。
[English translation]
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It is kind of impractical to talk about academic objectives with me. I have a graduate
diploma in China. I want to get another one here. A B+ average GPA is enough for me. It
is a little difficult for me to study deeply, so I focus on quality-related and manufacturingrelated courses. I chose a quality system certification course for the summer vacation.
After that, I will continue to take some related courses for systematic theoretical learning.
In my spare time, I want to sign up for an S.Q. Training in the U.S., and get a black belt
certificate when I graduate. It will be helpful for me to get a job here. Instead of academic
success, I only hope to graduate normally. I will work hard to finish training helpful for
my career in the future.
John was also clear about his plans that after graduation. He would like to find quality
engineering related work. His final goal was to obtain the Work Authorization Green Card and
live in the U.S. He wanted to learn how to fix cars in his spare time so he could fix cars for
others to earn more income. John was expecting a happy life with his son in the U.S.
All of the participants had clear goals based on their past work experience and USF
academic standards. Most of them expected the opportunity to find a job in the U.S. Because of
different majors, they had diverse job requirements. All of John's academic preparations were
related to his future career. Helen hoped to find an internship related to education so she could
accumulate more experience before returning to China to work. Michael wanted to continue his
studies, and his alternative was to try a period of work related to film.
Theme Five: Lifestyle
Unlike many people, I am obsessed with what I have been seeking. After a glimpse of the
beautiful USF campus, I gave my second life to this place. Except for USF, I have not considered
or applied to other American schools. In addition to master's and doctoral studies, I found two
different student assistant part-time jobs on campus and have been officially working at USF
World full-time since 2017. I have never considered choosing another job. I am so familiar with
and love this piece of land because USF has already become a part of me.
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There comes a moment in life when a person feels their education level cannot be
satisfied by the current workplace, and there are very limited opportunities to improve academic
knowledge from the environment around them. Therefore, studying abroad becomes one of the
choices. All three participants had work experiences before they came to the U.S. Helen and
John were not clear how this work experience affected their decision to go abroad. Michael
pointed out he had been facing some doubts in his career that he would like to solve through
further study even though he did not know how many doubts could be resolved.
Michael graduated and been away from school for many years, and he had to start
learning the language all over again. He did not have enough time to learn English and then pass
the exam since the work was stressful. He had checked with two senior classmates who studied
at INTO USF before, and both of them recommended him to study here. Therefore, he only
applied for the INTO USF Graduate Pathway program. Michael stated:
[Original transcript]
我其实来美国学习的选择和很多其他人不一样。很多人都会选择和比较，比如他们
都很在意排名，费用等等。我其实也咨询过一些正式的中介，但是连中介都更在乎
排名等等。我其实个人只是为了来美国学习。在我了解的美国教育里，说实话，我
的专业是文科，我对排名这一块并不在意。而且我也知道自己的能力。学校排名对
我而言没有差别。我觉得只要能够学习就很不错了。
[English translation]
I am not like many others who came to the U.S. to study. They choose and compare
(before they come) school ranking and expenses, etc. They care a lot. I consulted
agencies too, (however) even agencies care more about ranking. Personally, I just want to
study in the U.S. As a student of liberal arts, honestly, I think in American education
school ranking makes no difference to me. It is good as long as I can study.
Michael was desperate to get a higher degree because he believed obtaining knowledge
might answer his questions. He did not care about the school ranking or expenses. Different from
Michael, both Helen and John had consulted agents and chose the American school carefully.
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Helen received a list of a dozen schools. She applied for seven of them and then received five
offers from Auburn University, University of South Florida, and the three others. After
discussing with her family, she chose INTO USF because of weather, cost, and GPA:
[Original transcript]
首先我考虑的是天气的原因，因为我的家乡比较冷，所以我希望来到一个比较温暖
的地方。第二点我考虑的是综合因素，比如说某一个地区的消费水平，所以在我对
比后发现佛罗里达的气候和消费是我和我的家庭能够接受的，USF 的学费是我可以
承受的。随后选择来到 INTO USF 是因为我的成绩.我的本科成绩没有到达 3.0。
[English translation]
The weather was my first concern. Because my hometown is cold, I prefer somewhere
warm. Then I considered multiple factors, such as local consumption level. After
comparison, I think the climate, affordable USF's tuition, and consumption of Florida are
good for my family and me. I chose INTO USF because of my grades. My undergraduate
GPA is less than 3.0.
As a girl, Helen cared more about the affordability for her family as well as her own
environmental needs. John considered the environment for his son. Moreover, John traveled to
the U.S. to make the final decision after he decided which major he would like to study. He went
to two different states visiting two schools by himself. Besides checking the location, he also
communicated with professors and students face-to-face. He even visited the possible "future"
study center to feel the academic environment:
[Original transcript]
先说我的专业定位，当时我主要考虑 MBA 和工业工程，因为我更偏向于技术性管
理，所以我觉得工业工程比 MBA 要更适合我。第二点是我一共申请了三个学校，
包括 USF, 俄勒冈州立大学的工业工程和阿拉巴马大学的 MBA，这三个学校中,我
并没有去俄勒冈，但是阿拉巴马州和佛罗里达州我都实地考察了，我也去学校咨询
了博士生和老师。他们告诉我阿拉巴马偏向于医学。俄勒冈州的气候不太好，而且
他们的 Pathway 要求三个学期，USF 的工业工程的介绍要比另外一个学校要强一
些，偏向于应用工程，我正好在楼上遇到了一个博士生告诉我的，而且我也去
INTO USF 咨询了。这些是我的信息来源，并且气候也特别好，所以选择来这里。
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[English translation]
About my specialty, I considered both MBA and industrial engineering majors. I prefer
technical management, so I thought industrial management suits me better than an MBA.
I applied to three schools, including USF, industrial engineering at Oregon State
University, and MBA at the University of Alabama. I did not go to Oregon, but I went to
Alabama and Florida. I consulted doctoral students and teachers at the schools. They told
me, the University of Alabama stressed medicine. Since Oregon has a bad climate plus its
Pathway program takes three semesters. A doctoral student I met told me that USF's
industrial engineering is stronger and more towards applied engineering. I also consulted
INTO USF. These are my sources of information. The climate is also great here. That is
why I finally chose here.
John never considered going to other countries rather than the United States. He believed
he made the correct decision since Americans respected humanity, protection of personal
freedom, and equality. His first expression was from his son's American teachers; the two
American teachers left him a message every day after he communicated with the teachers that his
son needed special help. He found out in the American classroom, American children and
foreign children are not separated. American teachers encourage parents to study with their
children after school.
The teachers communicated with John about his son all the time. So far, when he had
parent-teacher meetings, everything was very good. At parent-teacher meetings, he was told
what help the teachers offered and where his son needed to improve. The teachers never ignored
his son because he is a foreigner, non-English speaker, or any other reason. He also told me an
example, explaining his son would not sit still in class, but the teacher said that is fine as long as
he does not influence other kids. American teachers never yell at or criticize a child in class. If
his son does not listen but plays with his pencil in class, the teacher would come to him, take his
pencil, and gently tell him not to talk, etc. John said his son was happy and even refused to go
home to study.
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All three participants were looking for more resources to improve their lifestyles. Both
John and Helen consulted their professors to obtain extracurricular activities which related to
their past career experience. John applied and then enrolled in a quality system certification
course during the summer vacation. He would also consider signing up for the quality system
(S.Q.) training while he had free time in order to achieve a black belt certificate. Helen joined in
a program called "SCATTER." She said:
[Original transcript]
我虽然在 PATHWAY 的项目里面，但是我还是被允许参加教育学院 scatter 的项
目。这个项目是非常有意义的，在你成为会员后，它会不定期的安排讲座。这些讲
座都是有一些教学经验非常丰富的老师和教授来讲的。比如说前一段我参加的老师
如何自己给自己进行心理疏导，然后还有一些新的教学理念。前一段时间在上玩具
总动员 4 的时候，大家只顾着看动画片而忘记了我们可以给孩子传达的教育理念
和信息。比如我们可以帮助孩子，给孩子树立一些环保知识，抛开生搬硬套的方
式 。比如我们用一些废弃的纸片,木板来做一些玩具之类的来帮助学生树立环保理
念。这个项目对于我来说了解了很多教育管理,心里疏导,以及很多新奇的教育思
路。
[English translation]
Although I am in the Pathway program, I am allowed to participate in the SCATTER
program of the School of Education. The program is very meaningful. Once you became
a member, lectures would be provided from time to time, which was given by
experienced teachers and professors. A few days ago, I attended a lecture on selfpsychological counseling for teachers and new educational concepts. When Toy Story 4
was on, people only watched the animation but forgot the educational concepts and
information we could convey to children. For example, to help children develop the
consciousness of environmental protection, instead of inflexible ways, we could use
waste paper and boards to make some toys. Through the program, I learn a lot about
education management, psychological counseling, and new educational ideas.
In order to improve his lifestyle, John was the only participant who looked for resources
by himself. He joined the Facebook community right after he arrived in the U.S. He frequently
checked his department link and found a film production association, which interested him. He
went to the group by himself:
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[Original transcript]
今年开始我参加了 USF 的一个电影制作协会，这个活动是我自己找到的。有一次
我在我们学院的 Facebook 的主页看到这个海报，我就去了。每月会有一次活动，
但是因为疫情问题中断，目前我只去过三次。第一次去的时候是欣赏和交流了别的
学生的作品，我也发现在学习电影制作的美国学生和中国学生一样面临着同样的问
题。我会觉得原来大家都差不多，后面几次我们都会交流自己的兴趣，一起谈论电
影。综合来讲就是我找到的一个兴趣爱好小组。
[English translation]
This year, I attended a film production association of USF, which I found by myself. I
saw a poster on the homepage of our school’s Facebook. Then I went. It has provided one
activity per month, but the activity was interrupted by the pandemic. So far, I only went
there three times. During the first time, we enjoyed and exchanged views on the works of
other students. I noticed that American students that study filmmaking face the same
problems as Chinese students. We are similar. The other two times, we exchanged our
interests and talked about films. Generally speaking, I find an interest group.
At the end of the interview, John brought up an interesting point: he could do everything
by himself and did not need to care about others’ perspectives and opinions:
[Original transcript]
另外就是我发现在美国一切生活事情都要自己处理，我自己租车搬家，我家装修也
都是我自己做的。在中国大家都”讲面子，”在这边没有人讲面子，所以所有的活儿
都是我自己做。在这边想做什么就做什么。在国内很多人都会看着你。
[English translation]
I also notice that in the U.S., I have to take care of everything in life by myself. I rented a
car to move by myself. Besides, I decorated our house all by myself. In China, everybody
cares about "face', but nobody does here. I do everything myself here. I do whatever I
want to. If it happens in China, there will be a lot of people looking at you.
In the above story, he mentioned "face." The concept of “face” in Chinese culture is a
person's reputation, status, and dignity. Recently I read an interesting article from CNN about
tips to do business in China (https://www.cnn.com/2011/10/21/business/china-businessinvestors-culture/index.html). The article quoted Professor Jonathan Story's book, China
Uncovered: What You Need to Know to Do Business in China. It stated, "Face is a mix of public
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perception, social role, and self-esteem that has the potential to either destroy or help build
relationships." Although Chinese people do not expect foreigners to follow the tradition, the
Chinese are very demanding of each other.
For the most part, all the participants in this study came to the U.S. because their
aspirations reached a higher level than they could satisfy with local opportunities. All of them
analyzed their own abilities carefully before they came to the U.S. John did not consult the agent;
in his opinion, studying abroad equals learning knowledge. They planned their futures
responsibly, and they studied hard at INTO USF to achieve their ideas and goals. They actively
seek more resources to get more value. Although these three participants' plans are not the same,
they have been moving towards their goals through different plans.
Theme Six: Social Interactions
It is hard to make a friend with your teacher in China. In the U.S., I met two different
professors at USF and became friends with them. The first professor taught me a lot about
multiculturalism, and I always enjoyed talking with her to improve my understanding of
American society; I often shared some of my stories about China with her, and she was always
eager to hear more. I worked as a Teaching Assistant for the second professor, who was
originally from Finland. She is very knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and gentle. Even though this
was my first job in the United States, I learned a lot from her about how to help students to learn
and effectively to improve the quality of teaching. I learned from both Michael and John that
they made friends with American professors as well. Michael shared the following story:
[Original transcript]
我在 pathway 认识了一个老师 ，这个老师特别喜欢电影，之后他经常邀请我去他
家看电影。他家有一个大的投影仪和很多电影，他还喜欢香港的功夫电影。他也会
和我一起吃饭然后交流看电影心得，他是美国人。有一点我很开心的是我们谈到中
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国人来到美国会觉得这边没有好吃的。为什么呢?因为我在点菜时遇到的问题是刚
开始自己点，我点的一道菜并不知道这道菜的评价是什么 ，如果我觉得不好吃我
就会定义这个餐厅不好吃。但是这个美国老师作为本土人知道什么餐厅点哪道菜，
他用自己实际的经验告诉我哪个好哪个不好。他会带我去有百年历史的老餐厅，带
我去探索这些餐厅的文化和饮食，以及这个餐厅的价值存在。因为我们从来没有深
入的了解美国的饮食文化，因此来到美国后只是草率的根据一道菜去定义美国没有
好吃的。
[English translation]
I met a teacher in the Pathway program. He liked films very much. He often invited me to
watch films at his home. He had a big projector and many films. He liked the Kungfu
films of Hong Kong very much. We also ate together and then exchanged our views
about a film. He is an American. Chinese people always think the U.S. has no delicious
food. Why? When I ordered, at first, I ordered by myself, and I did not know what the
review of the dish I ordered was. If I did not like it, I would conclude the restaurant was
not good. However, the American teacher, as a local, knew which dish to order in which
restaurant. He would tell me which is good and which is not based on his experience. He
would take me to century-old restaurants to explore their culture and food and the value
of the restaurants. We never go deep into American food culture, so we say the U.S. has
no delicious food carelessly based on a dish (Michael).
John told me a story about one of his teachers and himself:
[Original transcript]
这个学期 EAP 课程的老师是一位老先生对我特别好。他跟我说他对我有点失望因
为这四个月没有看到我有很大的进步。他给我 84 分，他说我可以向我儿子学习。
我说是的，我儿子的听力和口语都比我强多了。他告诉我要多多练习跟读，我说我
已经开始在做了。我跟老师的关系就是私交归私交，学习是学习，因为这个老师还
给我一个警告，说我上课不发言。他第一次是口头警告，问我为什么上课不发言。
我说因为其他的几个学生做的 Presentations 太简单，因为他们没有工作经历，写
的都是网上的概念，他们也说不清为什么要做这个 research，要达到什么效果，要
出什么结果 ，怎么应用。没有!他们就是讲讲概念就没了，别的东西说不出来，所
以我没有参与讨论。我也因此得到这个警告。后来我就假装提出一两个问题。
[English translation]
The EAP teacher this semester was an old gentleman. He had been very nice to me. He
told me he was a little disappointed at me because I did not improve much in the past four
months. My final score was given for 84 points. He said I should learn from my son. I
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said, yes, his listening and speaking were better than I am. He told me I should practice
more oral language. I said I have been doing it. The personal relationship has nothing to
do with my study. The teacher also gave me a warning. He said I did not talk in class.
The first time he gave me a verbal warning. He asked me why I did not talk in class. I
said the presentations were too simple because the presenters had no work experience.
All they wrote were taken from the Internet. They had no idea what the research and the
effect were for, the result they desired, and how to apply the research. Nothing! All they
did was talk about concepts. There was no essence, so I did not participate in the
discussion. That is why I got the warning. After that, I would ask one or two questions as
a pose.
In my graduate study period as an international student, I had not met any other Chinese
classmates. In the first two to three years, I was the most silent student in the class because I was
shy, reluctant to communicate with other students, and afraid to talk with the professors.
Although this situation changed after my language skills improved, I still cannot establish
contact with my classmates or exchange academic resources.
Michael had the same feeling. He felt lonely because he was always the only Chinese
student in his specialized class. Therefore, he thought the English learning class (EAP) INTO
USF Graduate Pathway program provided help for international students, especially the students
in the Chinese group, to warm up to each other:
[Original transcript]
虽然 EAP 课程没有很快的提高我的英文水平，但是这个课程的环境会让我觉得在
这边不孤单。大家的情况都类似相互还可以取暖，有一些问题是大家来到这里一起
面对。但是专业课我和很多美国同学在一起上课，我的很多困惑的问题对于别的学
生来说不是问题，我和他们无法交流。我上了好几门课就我一个中国学生。但是在
EAP 课程大家有一种共性可以交流一些具体问题和心态。
[English translation]
Although the EAP course did not improve my English quickly, it made me feel not
lonely. We were all similar, so we could warm each other and faced some problems
together. I took specialized courses with American students. Many problems that puzzle
me were no problem for others. I could not communicate with them. In my specialty, I
took several courses, but I was the only Chinese student. But in the EAP course, we could
communicate common problems and mindset.
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I learned that John was different from Michael. It was hard for John to make friends with
classmates due to the age difference. However, he had a good relationship with a couple of
Chinese international students and J1 scholars who have children:
[Original transcript]
朋友是我的弱项，因为我的岁数和我同班同学有代沟。我现在接触的人都是国际学
生，我和他们没什么交集。我和在 INTO 的几个中国留学生关系很好。在学习外我
和一些访问学者的关系也很好。另外我还认识几个同龄的带着孩子上研究生的中国
同学关系很好。我想要拓展我的朋友圈，但是还没有想到拓展的方式。
[English translation]
I am weak at making friends. There is a generation gap between my classmates and me.
All students are international students that we have nothing in common. I am in a good
relationship with some Chinese students at INTO and some visiting scholars. I also know
some Chinese of my age who pursue postgraduate study with their children.
I want to make more friends, but I have not found a better way.
John gave an example about going to a classmate's party for one time. There was a
generation gap between his classmates and himself. Besides, his son was not happy, so they left
the party. He also went to church once or twice. His son did not like it, so they did not go there
anymore. Most of the time, John and his son hang out with other visiting scholars and their
children.
It is interesting to know some of the participants did not make friends in the U.S. I did not
make any friends for the first couple of years of my study within the U.S. Instead, I would
regularly chat with friends and family members who were in China. On the one hand, I spent a
lot of time studying so that I did not have extra time to build relationships. On the other hand, I
was not confident in my language, and I did not know how to participate in the topics of
discussions among American classmates. When Helen told her story, I saw myself ten years ago:
[Original transcript]
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没有交朋友，我觉得我不是特别热衷于参加社交活动。但是我有幸去参加了一个美
国人在家庭举行的 PARTY，虽然我觉得我自己格格不入，我也没有办法和别人聊
天，仅限于和别人打招呼，但是我看到了美国人在 Party 上的表现。比如说不同的
桌游，还有他们的社交文化，比如在酒吧时我们喜欢坐在一起玩游戏，可是我会发
现美国人更喜欢站在桌子前聊天而不是坐下来一起聊天。
[English translation]
I have not made any friends. I am not keen on social activities, but I was lucky to attend a
party in an American family. I felt out of place. I could not talk to others except saying
hi. I saw what Americans did in a party, such as different tabletop games and their social
culture. In (Chinese) bars, we liked sitting together and playing games. Nevertheless, I
noticed the Americans like standing at the table rather than sitting down while talking.
Most of the participants became good friends with their instructors, but no one made
friends with their American classmates. The two male participants had some Chinese friends
here, but specifically, John hung out with the Chinese to provide more activities for his son, and
Michael was willing to feel less lonely. Helen was not good at social interactions, so she had
always lived alone.
Theme Seven: Institutional Support
I am grateful to INTO USF and USF. If USF is my second home, INTO USF is the
bridge that takes me to the door. I remember the Immigration Advisor I met the first day of
orientation; she taught me how to sign the documents as well as write an American check. She
quit shortly after I entered USF, but it was a coincidence that she applied for the position of
associate director of our department last year, and I recognized her immediately. After the
interview, I told her, “Thank you for your kind help from eight years ago, making me feel warm
and not alone.” She laughed, although she did not remember who I was.
The orientation is one of the focuses of the INTO USF student services department.
When I first came to the U.S, this service was not perfect. I remember the mess in the lobby; I
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had no idea what the next steps were. While I worked in this building from 2016 to 2019, the
orientation became effective and coherent. Each group has a team leader who leads students to
complete different tasks according to their own arrangements. Arrows on the ground, signage
hung on the wall, student assistants standing in the hallway and speaking different languages,
and signs of different colors worn by each student improved the process.
As an immigration advisor, I would smile and help students to complete the immigration
check-in process. I enthusiastically told the students how wonderful INTO USF and USF were,
so there was nothing to be worried about. I would walk out of the office to guide students on
where to go next. In their faces, I saw myself from 10 years before ‒ a hesitant, lost, and shy
Chinese student who used her courage to step into this unknown place. In their interviews, both
John and Helen complimented the orientation service:
[Original transcript]
之前说到我认为 INTO 帮助学生的专业知识接轨以及提升学生生活理解。整个
Orientation services 做得非常好，让我初来美国什么都不知道的情况下把所有的事
情完成了，check in 让我很顺利入学了。Orientation 安排了一个星期的时间，对
于我来说太长了。但是美国人做事风格可能是这样，事情要一件一件的办的很轻
松。包括后续 INTO 的交流和服务都非常好。
[English translation]
I said earlier that I think INTO helps the students with professional knowledge and
understanding of life. The orientation services were excellent so that I could complete
everything when I first came to the U.S. I did the check-in smoothly. The one-week
orientation was too long for me, but maybe that is the work style of Americans. They get
things done one by one in a relaxed manner. The follow-up communication and services
were great, too (John).
Helen remembered the new students were divided into groups during orientation. Every
group had a team leader, and the team leaders were USF enrolled students. The team leaders told
the students their impressions of USF and INTO. When students went through different services
processes, there were clear directions for every step. Different staff helped Helen. One she
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remembered was Kevin, a student who could speak Chinese. Because the staff was helpful, she
did not encounter problems. Instead, she thought the orientation was very easy. The most
difficult thing for her was the immigration check-in, which was required by the school because
there were too many things to be checked and modified. Nevertheless, all the employees were
always patient. In fact, everything was fine for Helen.
John believed it was worth enrolling in the INTO USF Graduate Pathway program. He
thought the study of specialized courses in addition to basic language training was very helpful
to him because it saved him time. He also calculated the time it would take for him to complete
his studies. He said if the postgraduate program took two to three years to complete, and
completed four courses in the Pathway program, it should only take another year to complete the
postgraduate study. The period spent between the pathway program and direct admission was the
same, and he would receive proper language training and personalized academic advising. The
most important thing was the entry threshold of the Pathway was not high.
Although INTO USF provided a lot of institutional support, Helen believed some was not
helpful. For example, she mentioned that INTO USF had an English corner every week.
American students would come to communicate with students from non-English speaking
countries and she attended to improve her English proficiency. There were games, like listening
to songs and singing English songs. When she noticed people around her did not want to practice
their oral English anymore, she slacked off. When I asked the reason, she said most of the
students wanted to get better results academically, and such activities cannot improve their GPA
or help them be admitted to USF, so neither they nor she want to spend their spare time at the
English corner.
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Michael was looking for resources outside the classroom, and his first experience
happened with the academic advisor at INTO USF:
[Original transcript]
因为我参加了一个语言学院的应用语言专业的跨文化研究的课程，这些学生在学中
文。一方面我想了解文化差异，另外一方面也是想交朋友。刚开始我来美国的第一
周，我咨询了一个 pathway 的老师，因为那个时候我想和美国人多交流，这个老
师是语言学毕业的，她有学习过中文。她就给我了一个老师的邮箱，让我写 email
问能不能参加相关的课程，我收到邮件说课程需要中国学生一起互动，于是我就去
了。
[English translation]
I attend a cross-cultural research course in applied linguistics of the School of Languages.
The students are learning Chinese. I want to learn about cultural differences, and I want
to make friends. The first week I came to the U.S., I consulted a teacher at Pathway. I
wanted to communicate more with the Americans. The teacher graduated in linguistics,
and she learned Chinese before. She gave me the email of another teacher, telling me to
ask if I could attend relevant courses. I received an email that the course needed Chinese
students for interaction. Then I went to the course.
All the participants believed INTO USF provided good institutional support, not only
student services but also academic experiences. Most of them said they had good orientation and
the arrangements were scheduled well and worked. They believed all the staff were warm and
friendly. Michael did not remember the orientation experience, but he looked for and then
received assistance from the staff one week after the orientation. All the participants were happy
with the INTO USF Graduate Pathway program, and thought it was worth spending extra money
since the support they received was satisfactory.
Theme Eight: Culture Shock
During the first class of my master's study, it took me only a week to recover from my
excitement. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, my first paper's score was 60 points. The professor
called me in and said my submission was not an essay at all. When she realized that I had no idea
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how to write a paper, she gave me a second chance. She provided an outline and three excellent
essays and asked me to resubmit the assignment within one month. I cried in my bed that night;
as a student who won the Chinese Composition Excellence Awards, I never thought there would
be problems with my writing.
Soon, I recognized I was facing a culture shock and I must adjust. When I entered the
United States, I should have realized that I would encounter a completely different culture and t
my life started from scratch. I should have prepared better to face these challenges. After reading
the articles the professor provided, I spent almost three weeks in the library to find and then read
more papers about the related subjects. By the end of the first week, I had a clue what American
writing style was. In the middle of the second week, I created my own outline. I finished the
paper during the rest of time and then emailed it back to my professor. A couple of days later,
she changed my grade to 86. She sent me a long email expressing her surprise at my progression.
This inspired me. Over the next few months, I worked hard to complete each assignment, and I
received an "A" for this course. I appreciate this professor's consideration, assistance, patience,
and encouragement. I understand all my professors awarded points based on my ability and that
my writing skill and grammar cannot be compared with American students. My average GPA for
my master’s is 3.84 and for the Ph.D, it is 3.96. These results make me more for the future.
All the participants spoke most about culture shock in their stories and interviews. The
majority of the participants mentioned the challenges of studying in the U.S. and the
accompanying fear. When I interviewed Michael, he mentioned he was curious about the
thoughts the international students who were directly admitted to the postgraduate program have.
For him, the environment for a Pathway student was filled by International students, and he did
not feel alone since Chinese students were around. His story woke up my memory:
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[Original transcript]
刚开始上课的一个月时我的压力很大，当时我的智齿都发炎了，可能是因为我一下
子进入到非常高强度的阅读学习。和我想象中的留学生活差异太大了。原来真的要
付出心血，这种落差让我很失落。我觉得最重要的是自己内心的调整，如何去克服
这些困难和挑战。我有一段时间是有抑郁的，连续很多天早晨起来不想打开电脑。
后来我逼自己不断的看书 找灵感 慢慢就渡过了这段困难。现在还是有一些压力，
比如一周下来我能够拿到 A 拿到老师的好的评语，我就会对自己的下一周充满希
望。
[English translation]
I was under a lot of pressure in the first month; even my wisdom tooth became inflamed.
The reason was that perhaps I suddenly enrolled in a very intense study and (it) was far
away from the life of studying abroad I had imagined. I did not expect to work hard for
real, so the letdown got me frustrated. I think self-adjustment is most important regarding
how to overcome the difficulties and challenges. I was depressed for some time. For
days, I did not want to turn on the computer when I got up in the morning. Then I forced
myself to read for inspiration and gradually overcome the difficulty. (For now) I still feel
stressed. For example, if I got an A grade and good comments from the teacher, I would
be cheerful for the next week.
Chinese students are quiet in class. This is an inseparable part of our classroom culture.
As I noted in the literature review, the Chinese teaching method is teacher-centered, and the
students' tasks are to obey, listen to lessons, write notes, and raise their hands to answer
questions if the teacher asks questions. Talking without permission in class is regarded as
disrespectful to the class and the teacher. Helen mentioned understanding respect to the teacher:
[Original transcript]
我发现美国学生上课时非常积极的，他们已经积极到不守秩序。第二点是他们上课
可以坐在地上，可以躺着，可以吃喝，可以趴在桌子上睡觉，这和我的文化是背离
的。因为在我的文化观念里，这对老师是极度的不尊重。第三点是老师和他们打招
呼时，他们可以选择和老师打招呼，或者不理老师。老师在提问的时候，他们可以
选择回答或不回答，甚至不说话。我觉得他们对老师没有一种敬畏感，这和我所接
触到的中国学生是不一样的。因为中国学生对老师有敬畏感，尊重是非常明显的。
老师在中国学生的班级是有权威的
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[English translation]
American students are very active (however, they are) so active that they do not observe
the orders. During class, they could sit on the floor, lie on the back, eat and drink, and
sleep on the desk. This is against my culture. In my opinion, this is an extreme disrespect
for the teacher. When the teacher says hi to them, students may respond or ignore the
teacher. When the teacher asks a question, they may answer, not answer, or even keep
silent. I do not think they regard their teachers with reverence. This is different from
Chinese students. Chinese students hold their teachers in awe. Teachers are authoritative
to Chinese students.
My junior high school teacher gave each student a blank paper every Monday and ask the
students to write down the names of other students who spoke in class over the previous week. If
your name appeared on a student's note, you would be suspended, and your parents were
required to come to school. After most of my classmates resisted this practice and submitted a
blank paper, this teacher invented something new. If the students around you wrote down the
name of another student, but you did not, you would be deemed to be an "accomplice," and your
punishment was more severe. This teacher was rated an excellent national teacher because her
class was always the quietest in the school.
Speech is a problem for many Chinese students. What worries me most is the
"presentation." I would rather write articles every day than prepare a presentation. I could barely
read the speech script until the second year of my Ph.D., and the reason I was more comfortable
was my oral English had improved. My heart was about to jump out of my chest before each
time I gave a speech. It is interesting that Helen reported the same thought during the interview:
[Original transcript]
我以前不会在公众的场合下进行演讲。可是我发现在美国老师鼓励这种公众演讲。
他会给个话题，不管是小组还是个人，他都希望你能够把你的核心思想能够表达出
来并配有 PPT。所以对于国际留学生来说尤其是中国留学生，这是一个很大的问
题，因为我们羞于进行公众的演讲。第二点是语言的挑战。我觉得机遇和挑战是并
存的。但是 Presentation 过后，你会很容易产生一种成就感和认同感，这是很不
一样的。
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[English translation]
I would not speak in public in the past. However, I notice American teachers encourage
speaking in public. The teacher would provide a topic. No matter as a team or an
individual person, he expected you to express your core idea with a PPT. For
international students, especially Chinese students, this is (the first) big problem because
we are shy to speak in public. The second point is the language challenge. I think
opportunities and challenges coexist. After the presentation, you will have a sense of
accomplishment and acceptance. This is a very different (experience).
Helen, the only female of three participants, pointed out it was hard to compare two
countries' educational systems since other differences might affect the education standards. She
shared an example that the parent could be the key:
[Original transcript]
我觉得我的专业是 TESOL，有必要了解到美国学生，在了解的美国学生后，我的
想法是如何将美国的教育理念融入到中国的教育中。我们一直觉得美国教育要好于
中国教育，但是我在想有一些学生同样在接受美国教育，但是在这个教育体系中这
些学生并不能体现出体系的好。我有和老师了解过，老师说有些家长格外的关注孩
子的学习，但是有些家长不在乎学生的学习。有些家长他们自身没有很高的文化
所以他们不能帮助学生。有些家长学历很高,他们特别愿意自己的孩子学习第二语
言甚至第三语言。所以我自己并不认为美国教育比中国教育好，我觉得各有自己的
特点及自己的缺点。但是有一点我认为教育的阶层是非常明显的。
[English translation]
I think it is necessary to understand American students because my major is in TESOL.
Based on the understanding, I will think about how to bring American educational
concepts into Chinese education. We always think American education is better than
Chinese education, but I think some students receive an American education, but we
cannot see the education system is good from them. I talked to the teachers about it. They
said some parents care about their children's studies very much, while some do not care at
all. Some parents are not well educated, so they could not help their children. Some
parents are well-educated, and they want their children to study a second or even third
language. Therefore, I do not think American education is better than Chinese education
since both educational systems have their strengths and weaknesses. However, I think
educational stratification is obvious.
The “Culture Shock” is prevalent in all three participants' stories. I found it interesting
most participants did not specifically raise language as a primary theme of their stories. Only
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Helen directly pointed out her English was not strong enough to be understood correctly, so she
was always afraid to talk. However, during the interview, all of them discussed language issues
such as the reading challenge, communication, and being shy to speak in public.
All the participants experienced a culture shock from different aspects, but John and
Michael adjusted quickly. Helen felt she was still depressed because of culture shock. She did
not think this problem would be solved, but she was looking for solutions from a different angle.
For things she considered a challenge, she tried to think about them in terms of positive
consequences. For example, she would convince herself of the benefits of making a presentation
and find similarities in the different education systems of two countries.
Summary
Through this study, I aimed to determine the experiences of three Chinese students in a
Graduate Pathway program at a public four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. and to
collect and publish these three Chinese international students' stories of their experiences in one
specific Pathway program to prepare Chinese students for academic success in the U.S. From
these students' stories, they revealed their personal thoughts, beliefs, comprehension, and factors
motivating them to face challenges.
In this chapter, I first provided the details of the procedure, including the challenges I
faced during the data collection. I then included information about generating the codes such as
the timeline, the methodology and the utilized software, and the results. I explored identified
themes, including the background of three participants, and illustration of the eight themes:
accomplishment, resources, instructional style, ambitions, lifestyle, social interactions,
institutional support, and culture shock. I identified eight themes identified from the three
participants' stories and showed the common experiences they had.
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In the next chapter, I discuss the study findings in relation to the conceptual framework
and literature review. I also describe the participants’ recommendations, implications, and
suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
学无止境 (昭昧詹言·通论五古)
Learning is infinite.

I conducted this qualitative study to gain insight into three Chinese students' experiences
in a Graduate Pathway program at a public, four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. Three
research questions guided the study:
1. How do three Chinese international students describe their academic experiences
in a Graduate Pathway program in the U.S.?
2. How do these students describe differences in their learning experiences between
the U.S. and China?
3. How do these students describe their co-curricular experiences in a Graduate
Pathway program in the U.S.?
In this chapter, I first discuss the findings of the study. Next, I examine the findings in
relation to the conceptual framework and the literature review. Then, I describe participants’
recommendations, followed by implications and my suggestions for future research. Finally, I
offer my reflections on what I learned as a professional working with international students. I
close the chapter with a summary of the contributions of the study.
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Discussion of the Findings
From the stories and experiences shared by three Chinese international students, I
identified eight broad themes, and I described these in Chapter 4. I used these themes to help me
describe the journeys of these students from their decisions to come to the university through
their experiences navigating the campus. In this section, I illustrate their journeys.
Making Decisions
Chinese people follow the Confucian culture, that traditional family system requires
absolute obedience of children to their elders. For most students in Bodycott's (2012) study, their
parents made the decision about the choice of country, program, and university, consistent with
Confucian traditions.
All participants in my study made the study abroad decision themselves and set up their
future goals independently. They were between 25 and 44 years old, and all of them had work
experience in China. They preferred to talk with people of similar age or with those who had
similar experiences. They consulted with people who were more experienced than they were
(e.g., consulting an agency, students who had studied abroad or who were currently studying
abroad). Then they would consider their suggestions.
The study participants analyzed their abilities and current situations objectively and then
made choices that suited them. For example, they considered their language abilities and grades,
family incomes and costs, and future expenditures and benefits. They had a clear plan for their
futures, and they worked hard in both academic and co-curricular areas to achieve their goals.
They also had some self-interests. For instance, most of them mentioned the weather in Florida
was an important consideration because their hometown was too cold.
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Implementing Academic Plans
Researchers show Chinese students' learning is passive (Xu, O'Brian, & Chen, 2020).
Nevertheless, many factors may affect students' learning progress and self-learning skills.
Chinese students were stressed and struggled with curriculum, homework, and exams in K-9
education; however, after passing the college entrance examination, completing a undergraduate
degree is the end-point of formal education, so many Chinese students changed their study
behaviors from active learning to passive learning after they entered the college or university
(Huang, 2016).
Mori (2002) found that international students' academic expectations in a new
educational environment might be unrealistically high. Chinese students want to spend more
time studying, use different learning techniques, and develop psychological strategies to adjust
themselves to a new educational environment (Heng, 2020). All the participants in this study
were willing to take any actions to achieve their academic goals, such as communicating with the
academic advisor frequently, joining in activities the Graduate Pathway program and their future
departments provided, and looking for more resources to improve their academic skills.
Overcoming Challenges
Regarding the differences in the two countries' educational management systems, most
participants believed that the United States' average grading system is fairer than the final grade
evaluation system used in China. However, I found negative emotions in their stories, such as
tension, stress, and anxiety. They needed to study continuously to ensure a good average score in
the U.S., but two weeks of intensive study before the final exam was enough to pass the exam in
China. Self-expectations for achievement among Asian American students are much higher than
those of their non-Asian counterparts (Morin, 2014). Most of the participants faced depression.
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In China, the instructor is the absolute authority in the classroom. Chinese students are
educated and trained to be quiet in the classroom, listen to the instructor without question, and
obeys the school rules (Wei et al., 2013). I had no doubt all participants were surprised by the
American classroom culture. Although they understood and accepted this different culture, they
could not adapt to the shock that students could speak freely, do other things, or storm out of the
room.
Chinese student's quietness is reflected in places other than the classroom. One of the
participants, who cared about the grade and GPA most, tried to negotiate with the office worker
since she could not understand the accent of the language-training course's teacher. She became
silent when she was told this was a multicultural society, even though this answer was
unacceptable to her. Some of the participants were quiet at a party because they could not
understand the American entertainment culture or overcome the existing language barrier.
Language is one of the challenges for people when they first come to English-speaking
countries. Most of the students in Shen and Chen's study (2020) experienced language barriers in
classroom teaching, field practice, and academic reports. In that study, students who received
language training and those who did not participate in the language training encountered a
similar challenge while communicating with the working staff of supermarkets, banks, phone
companies, subway stations, and other businesses.
All my study participants stated they faced language barriers during the study abroad
experience, on an airplane, in the classroom, at a party, or shopping in a store. Most participants
did not think the language training class they attended helped them overcome language barriers
since the EAP course only focused on the course objectives. They looked forward to learning
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language they could apply in real life and apply immediately in this different learning
environment.
Building Networks
American students may not think positively about Chinese student who is quiet in the
classroom (Zhu & Bresnahan, 2018). Additionally, it is hard for Chinese students to build a deep
network and strong friendship with American classmates because of the language barriers (Xu,
O'Brian, & Chen, 2020). None of the participants felt comfortable building a network with
American classmates; most of them stated they did not understand American students' classroom
culture.
Interestingly, almost all participants had at least one American teacher as a friend. Chen
and Zhou's study (2019) stated Chinese students, who came from a collectivistic culture, tended
to perform in an obedient way and have less courage to challenge authority. Therefore, a
teacher’s acknowledgement might have a greater impact on the psychological changes in
Chinese students. Chinese students might desire to get the teacher’s affirmation or the approval
of a certain point of view since Chinese teachers were absolute authority, supervisor, and the
“core” of a class in China.
Xu, O'Brian, and Chen (2020) stated it was rare to build a deep relationship between
Chinese students since the small population's common interests were limited. However, the
findings from Wang's dissertation (1993) showed most Chinese students claimed the friends they
contacted most frequently were other Chinese students. Most of the participants in my study
liked to make friends with their Chinese classmates since they faced similar academic and cocurricular challenges. The Chinese students with similar life experiences gathered together.
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Selecting Co-curricular Activities
Xu, O'Brien, and Chen (2020) showed Chinese international students avoided activities in
English conversations but attended similar activities if most of the other attendees were Chinese.
All of the participants in my study stated they had Chinese friends outside of the class. Some of
them attended regular gatherings with their Chinese friends.
A sense of belonging is easier to build when based on shared experiences with people of
similar backgrounds (Fail et al., 2004). Students from the same country are more likely to find
commonalities, but there may also be a negative aspect. Some of the participants in my study
pointed out when the Chinese around them no longer did something, they would be affected and
stop doing the same thing.
Expecting Resources and Supports
American universities support international students in different ways. In my study,
although all participants believed the Graduate Pathway program provided academic assistance
and student services, they held additional points as follows:
(1) Students would like to receive specialized resources per a student's age, experience,
and academic background. For example, students who had academic training
experience look forward to practical practice, but necessary training related to
learning strategies should be provided to the population who are young and lack selflearning skills.
(2) Students from different countries might have diverse study methods and learning
attitudes due to their countries’ educational cultures. For Chinese students, being
silent did not mean that they were unwilling to participate in classroom activities or
make friends with other students. The silence in a dialogue did not mean that they
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agreed with the other side's perspective. Participants desired support based on
different cultural backgrounds.
(3) Most participants did not think that the language-training course was helpful as the
core part of the Graduate Pathway program. They prefer supports that include
specific training on resources using professional academic writing and daily
language teaching. Students expected to receive additional special resources. For
instance, the U.S. health care delivery system is uniquely complex, costly, and
unequal (Camillo, 2016). For foreign students with language barriers, a translation of
detailed health insurance information in their native language is helpful.
Reflecting on the Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study consisted of three elements: challenges,
supports, and Pathway programs. In this section, I will look at the major findings in relation to
the elements of this study’s conceptual framework.
Challenges
The first element of the conceptual framework was challenges. All the participants in this
study stated they faced linguistic barriers at the beginning of their study abroad journey. Most of
them disagreed that the INTO USF’s language-training course (EAP) helped to significantly
improve their English proficiency; instead, they overcame the academic language barrier more
through their own efforts. However, they thought that the language challenge in daily life was
difficult to endure.
Unlike Nguyen (2013), I did not find limited English proficiency caused
miscommunication. Because of the EAP course's convenience, Chinese students could easily
meet with other classmates from the same country; they connected with other Chinese students to
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counter academic challenges. My participants’ performances in specialized courses were
different from each other. Students with postgraduate study experience actively responded to the
instructor and even raised objections, but most students without the relevant experience were
quiet observers in the classroom and took a silent and passive approach during the potential
conflict.
Most of the participants’ stories from related differences between the two countries'
educational systems. My findings showed there were at least five differences:
(1) Evaluation system: All the participants pointed out that the grading systems between
the two countries were so different they believed it was the major difficulty for Chinese students
to accomplish academic success. The final exam score was the only standard to evaluate the
student in China. In the U.S., students obtained comprehensive scores through continuous
learning and multiple assessments.
(2) Educational philosophy: All the participants mentioned the educational philosophy in
the two countries was different; even the majors and their backgrounds were dissimilar. Most
participants who were studying liberal arts mentioned American educational philosophy was
more liberal and critical. Simultaneously, the participant who was studying in the area of science
stated American education was a combination of theory and practice, whereas Chinese education
focused on teaching theoretical knowledge.
(3) Classroom culture: Most of the participants indicated American classroom culture
was too free and relaxed, allowing students to ask various questions, walk around, do other
activities, and leave class. These behaviors would not be tolerated in a Chinese classroom. They
stated the Chinese classroom was teacher-centered, but some participants explained this was a
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part of the cultural background in China where this teaching method has been used for thousands
of years.
(4) Instructional method: Participants reflected positive feedback from Chinese students
to American teachers, indicating that American teachers were kind, impartial, and rigorous while
Chinese teachers emphasized personal connections. The participant with a background in
education believed the reason Chinese teachers concentrated on a specific group was a cultural
concern since the population in China was large.
(5) Learning style: Participants’ opinions were contradictory at this point. Some
participants thought the American learning style focused on teamwork while Chinese students
had been trained to complete individual work. Other participants believed the Chinese students
had no clue what real self-learning was like; they looked forward to American education to
provide relevant training.
Supports
All of the participants were happy with the American teachers' attitudes and their
behaviors towards students. Their stories reflected the American teachers' responsibility,
seriousness, fairness, and equality. Overall, I found many positive comments on the teaching
methods and curriculum arrangements. However, most of the participants expressed
dissatisfaction with the EAP courses.
Most of the participants were satisfied with the resources the INTO USF Graduate
Pathway program provided. They were impressed with the orientation; this initial impression
caused them to define the INTO USF Student Services Department as friendly and helpful. They
believed the one-week orientation reflected a meticulous and systematic process in American
culture.
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The academic advisor's support was highlighted by all the participants. The Graduate
Pathway program provided a specific academic advisor group to assist international students. All
the participants in my study thought that these advisors were helpful. They stated their academic
advisor was persistent and proactive to help them achieve academic success. In addition, they
mentioned the Tutoring Center which provided for the INTO USF students separately and helped
the students to overcome academic difficulties.
The Graduate Pathway program at the INTO USF provided support for international
students to connect to other American students. Obviously, international students have many
American classmates in the specialized courses arranged by the program. However, I found
Chinese students expected to take courses with their native classmates because they could not
understand American students' classroom culture. The participants were not enthusiastic about
participating in the activities from the “English corner,” which was a group activity where
several students got together and practiced their English. Participants felt this activity was a
waste of time.
Participants received support from their instructors, department, the student services
department, and the academic advisor team at the Graduate Pathway program; however, none of
them mentioned whether they obtained support from the local Chinese community. In previous
years, Chinese students had an opportunity to become familiar with the local Chinese community
during the Chinese New Year Gala or Mid-Autumn Festival activities, which were hosted by the
USF Confucius Institute yearly. This institute, which had closely cooperated with the local
Chinese community and partnered with USF World department to host the annual International
Festival, closed on December 31, 2018 (http://global.usf.edu/wordpress/?cat=31).
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No of the participants received a scholarship from the Graduate Pathway program.
However, INTO USF increasingly provides scholarships for initial Graduate Pathway students.
Starting in the Spring 2020 term, INTO USF leadership awarded funding to the best students in
the Academic English, Undergraduate Pathway program, and Graduate Pathway program. Two
of the three students who received the award in the spring semester were originally from China.
The participants did not mention often support provided by their families. In the few
conversations related to the family, some participants mentioned discussing going abroad with
their families and the affordability of study abroad for the family. However, most of the
participants emphasized the mutual support of Chinese classmates and friends who were facing
the same difficulties and how this support encouraged them to overcome challenges and achieve
academic success.
Pathway Programs
In my literature review, I found limited research related to Pathway programs. INTO USF
provides the Pathway program for international students whose English proficiency is lower than
the university admission criteria. In other words, students who are applying for the Pathway
program need extra language training. INTO USF students face more life challenges than
directly admitted students do.
Different from Howarth (2017) who reported Pathway students have less acculturative
stress, I found Graduate Pathway students were under tremendous academic pressure. In addition
to language barriers, participants faced a completely different educational framework, busy
curriculum arrangements, and some additional academic requirements such as GPA, GRE, or
GMAT to progress to the university successfully. They only had one or two semesters to
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overcome these difficulties. According to the INTO USF internal progression reports, only a few
students get an extra semester of program extension opportunity.
Revisiting the Literature Review
The three participants’ experiences, perspectives, and common issues in their study
abroad activities reflected eight broad themes. In this section, I revisit the literature review and
compare my findings to those in prior studies to show similarities, differences, and new
interpretations.
Distinctions in Management System
All the participants had higher education experience and earned at least a bachelor's
degree in China. Most of them chose the Graduate Pathway program due to the low GPA and
limited English proficiency. If they attended the Graduate Pathway program, they would need to
meet the progression standard, which was much lower than the direct admission requirement for
international students, to enter the master's program. Some participants mentioned they were
happy with the program because the combined time required for both the Graduate Pathway and
the degree-seeking programs equaled the time generally spent on the entire degree-seeking
program.
From the literature review, I confirmed Chinese higher education was "strict on
admission," while American higher education was characterized by "strict on output" (Lin, 2013;
Zhang, 2018). One participant pointed out the knowledge he learned in the past year at the INTO
USF Graduate Pathway program was more than he learned during his four years undergraduate
study in China. All of the participants faced academic challenges at the beginning of the
Graduate Pathway program. Most of them overcame the obstacles and continued their studies
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smoothly. They were confident they could complete the study and then graduate from the
American university.
From participants’ stories, I found their evaluations of Chinese teachers were consistent.
In their opinions, Chinese teachers were the authority in the classroom, and they would
emphasize personal connections and only focus on a specific group of students. In comparison,
American teachers were responsible, impartial, and equal in their interactions with students.
Variations in Educational System
My literature review included information about the college entrance examination, which
was extremely rigorous and was the only exam Chinese students had to pass (Hu, Hu, & Chang,
2003). The three participants in my study did not comment on this single examination. However,
they criticized China’s overall test scoring system. They disagreed the final exam result could be
used to evaluate the learning outcomes of the whole semester, and they pointed out this was the
only evaluation standard for Chinese teachers, schools, and educational institutions. They
believed the American comprehensive grading system reflected a student's true learning ability
and hard work.
Sykes (1999) found that teachers in Asian countries give students three times as much
homework as American teachers give their students. However, the participants stated they were
under “unimaginable" pressures at the Graduate Pathway program from exams and required
assignments and a lot of extra readings and reflections because they needed to give feedback
continuously on what they learned to the teacher every week to obtain grades.
Facing Adjustment in Classroom Culture
Previous researchers (Linyuan & O'Sullivan, 2012; Wei et al., 2013; Yang, 2016; Zhou,
Knoke, & Sakamoto, 2005) stated the classroom size in China was large, and the "teacher119

centered style" was common in classroom culture. An instructor provided instruction as an
authority, and the students received knowledge as information recipients. My findings from my
participants’ stories emphasized the point the teacher's absolute leading role and students' silence
and limited response were commonplace in a Chinese classroom.
Only one participant mentioned Chinese education overstressed rote learning due to
classroom size. She believed there were many students in Chinese public schools. Therefore, the
teacher could not focus on every student. The teacher only had the ability to pay attention to a
specific group of students, and many other students could not get the teacher's attention when
they needed it.
From the participants' perspective, American teachers in the class were: (1) encouraging
students to improve self-learning skills; (2) guiding students to understand the knowledge; (3)
providing the combined content of theory and practice; and (4) developing students’ critical
thinking—few of my findings related to the academic impressions of Chinese teachers. The only
participant who had previous postgraduate study experience mentioned the time he spent in
postgraduate learning in China was positive; it taught him how to find resources, integrate
resources, and do research. Because of this training, he did not face any difficulties in academic
research in the United States.
Linguistic Barriers
From King, Norstrand, and Leos’s study in 2015, language insufficiency was the most
important issue impeding Chinese students' expression in the classroom when they interacted
with American instructors. I was interested to learn participants had only faced linguistic barriers
at the beginning of their study, and most of them made friends with their American professors.
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However, they still believed the daily language was difficult, and they were expecting to receive
the related training.
I reviewed literature that included Chinese students who preferred to express themselves
in their language, although they had practiced speaking and listening to English. In my study, I
found Chinese students preferred to stay with other Chinese. They felt Chinese classmates and
friends who were facing the same difficulties understood them. By receiving support from each
other, the Chinese students were encouraged to overcome challenges and achieve academic
success.
My findings showed Chinese students were quiet in the classroom. The reasons were: (1)
the Chinese school and teachers trained the Chinese student to be silent in the classroom; (2)
because of the first reason, it was hard for Chinese students to adapt and identify with the
behavior of American students in the class; (3) language barriers; and (4) cultural differences and
conflicts.
Academic Expectation
Morin (2014) indicated self-expectations for achievement among Asian American
students are higher than those of their non-Asian counterparts. Only one of my participants
agreed that maintaining a high GPA represents academic success. The second participant was not
clear with the standard of determining academic success; in his opinion, he expected to learn
more knowledge. The participant who had a postgraduate degree and plenty of work experiences
set low academic expectations. He had no requirement for grades. Instead, he expected to obtain
additional certificates and graduate as soon as possible. I did not find any evidence related to my
participants parents’ expectations for academics.
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Institutional Support
King, Norstrand, and Leos's (2015) suggested colleges and universities should provide
support programs to help international students, such as global centers, language resource
centers, multicultural affairs, or intergroup dialogue offices. Yao and George Mwangi (2017)
believed that student affairs should help international students integrate into academic study and
campus life and improve multicultural awareness. My findings showed the participants received
support from departments, instructors, INTO USF Students Services department, and the
academic advisor team.
Because the orientation for the Graduate Pathway program was mandatory, the
orientation sessions had high attendance numbers. Most of the participants provided positive
feedback about the orientation. Some of them thought the one-week orientation was too long, but
they explained they understood the length because of the meticulous and systematic process in
American culture. The only problem they encountered in orientation was uploading and
reviewing the immigration documents with the Office of International Services.
The Office of International Services at USF provided immigration check-in sessions for
international students at the beginning of the semester. After carefully reviewing and approving
students' passports, visas, SEVIS fee receipts, the port of entry stamps, and I-94 travel records,
the DSO could log in to the SEVIS system and register the student's I-20. However, this
verification process was rigorous and complicated because filing incorrect immigration
documents might result in students illegally studying in the U.S. Each student spent one to two
hours to complete the check-in session. In addition, 12 DSOs complete the check-in sessions
with thousands of initial, transfer, change of status, change of level, restart, and reinstate students
within the 30 days of the program’s start date.
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Personnel in the Office of International Services had a lot of discussions, made attempts,
and implemented changes to improve the efficiency of the immigration check-in procedure. For
example, they shortened the 40-minute immigration presentation to 20 minutes and recorded it,
so more employees could serve students. Students could also learn about immigration policies as
a group. All student assistants were assigned to help students understand how to upload files
correctly and then lead them into the staff’s office. The whole process became simple and
orderly for students to complete the immigration registration process, even if their English
proficiency was limited.
Twelve DSOs at the office oversee different daily immigration service tasks. Three DSOs
focus on employment-related tasks, while two DSOs answer questions about immigration issues
and enrollment concerns. Three DSOs’, including myself, concern themselves with maintaining
and updating paperwork, application approval, and immigration records maintained; we also
provide limited face-to-face services such as answering simple travel questions and providing
signatures. To augment the Office Director and Associate Director, the Office of International
Services hired a sponsored advisor and a scholars’ advisor to provide specific services. This is a
busy but efficient office.
Rethinking Pathway Programs
According to studies I read for my literature review, the pathway program was designed
for international students who do not achieve the English language minimum level of
proficiency. This program provides specialized coursework to improve students' English skills
such as speaking, listening, reading, and writing. However, most of my study participants were
not satisfied with the EAP course the Graduate Pathway program provided. I found they
expected this course to improve academic language skills and daily English proficiency.
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The INTO USF 2018 report pointed out students would be able to choose the study
concentration flexibly depending on their preferences. The participants' stories in this study
provided detailed information. For instance, the Graduate Pathway program academic advisor
would evaluate and then rearrange the courses per student's request and the adjustment of a
future path. In addition, to receive regular services such as learning progression tracking,
academic investigation, and feedback and suggestions, Graduate Pathway students obtained
additional resources from the academic advisor regarding mental health guidance, extracurricular
interest cultivation, and arrangements for other extracurricular activities.
Participants’ Recommendations
Chen and Zhou (2019) suggested universities promote resource access services since
Chinese students tend to lack access to necessary academic or administrative information. Higher
education leaders should understand what support Chinese students expect to receive from the
American educational system. In addition, higher education institutions need to listen to criticism
and suggestions to improve services and teaching quality.
At the end of the interviews, I asked the three participants to provide their suggestions for
the Graduate Pathway program. Their recommendations included three aspects of expectation:
academic training quality improvement, daily language training support, and student services.
Improving Academic Training Quality
[Original transcript]
在来美国之前，我希望我的老师都是美国人，或者说我希望他们的英语都是非常流
利的。但是当我上了课之后，我在上语言课程的时候，我的老师比较说有从斯里兰
卡来的。英语非母语或者(他们)说的英语让我很不能理解。我有尝试过去沟通，比
如说是不是可以给我们换老师。可是我们听办公室员工说，美国是一个多元化的国
家，你来到这个地方你就要适应各种的口音。所以,虽然我们接受了，但是对于我
来说，我是不情愿的。
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[English translation]
Before I came to the U.S., I hoped all my teachers were Americans. Or, (at least) I hoped
they spoke fluent English. But after I came into the language class, my language teacher
was originally from Sri Lanka. English was not her first language, and I could not
understand the English she spoke. I tried to communicate whether we could have a new
teacher. But the office workers said the U.S. is a multicultural country. You are here, so
you have to get used to all kinds of accents. I finally accepted the fact, unwillingly.
(Helen)
Every place has its unique culture. When cultural differences arise, should the
organization be careful to think, solve problems, and provide suggestions from international
students' perspectives? Helen never faced multiculturalism before, and she did accept it
immediately. When she tried to make suggestions for that might provide her a better education,
the staff should have taken more seriously the problems Helen and looked into them rather than
asking the her to adjust.
[Original transcript]
不满意的一点是我的英语提升速度很慢。上课还是只能听懂 50%。Pathway 的
EAP 课程我觉得比我自学英语还要慢。好像每天只是在完成 pathway 课程的指
标，但是花费这些时间我真正学到了不多。我更愿意花这些时间自学。
[English translation]
But I was dissatisfied that my English has been improving too slowly. I could only
understand 50% in class. I improved even slower through the EAP course than studying
by myself. I was just fulfilling the Pathway's course targets every day. Despite the time
spent, I didn't learn much. I would rather spend time on self-learning. (Michael)
[Original transcript]
另外我觉得它的学术英语方便有一些”走形式"，虽然所有方面的知识都涵盖了，但
是强度不够只是一些形式。因为我读过研究生，我知道是怎么回事。但是很多学生
不知道，他们只是机械性的交作业和做 presentation。他们不知道怎么去利用其他
的资源，他们也不知道怎么去做真正的学术写作。这些都需要强化。虽然分数很
高，但是真正的水平都一般。所以 INTO 的课程应该提供更系统的训练。
[English translation]
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Besides, I think the EAP is pro forma. Although it covers knowledge of all aspects, the
intensity is not enough. I did a postgraduate study before, so I know what it is about.
However, many students do not know. They just hand in homework and do presentations
mechanically. They do not know how to make use of other resources or even how to do
real academic writing. These need to be intensified. Although our grades are high, the
real level is average. Therefore, INTO should provide more systematic training. (John)
Neither Michael nor John were satisfied with the EAP course the Graduate Pathway
program provided. Michael thought this course's learning efficiency was slow, and the rate of
results was low. John believed this language-training course did not provide resources and
methods to enable international students to make real progress. They suggested the EAP course
provide specific training about using resources and professional academic writing.
[Original transcript]
我认为是否可以给以后来的中国学生单独提供一些培训。美国的学习理念是需要你
自己适应美国的学习。有很多中国学生在国内每天辛苦的上课，到了美国却不知道
该做什么，有可能上课后就回家玩游戏。我认识一些中国留学生，在家里玩游戏玩
到半夜，早晨十点钟起床吃饭，然后上课。考试前一周努力学习为了通过考试。这
种方式不好。虽然我也会在考试前更努力的复习，但是我在平时的学习中知道我需
要什么，其他的中国留学生不是，他们正处在一个建立基础的阶段，所以我建议
INTO 给他们一个自主学习的介绍。自己应该怎么去扩展，怎么去做，怎么自主学
习，利用哪些阶段去学习。
[English translation]
I wonder if some pieces of training could be offered to Chinese students separately in the
future. In the U.S., you have to adapt to learning by yourself. There are a lot of Chinese
students who studied hard in China every day. But when they came to the U.S., they did
not know what to do. After class, they just went home to play games. Some Chinese
students that I know played games till midnight, got up at 10 am the next day, ate
something, and then went to school. They worked hard the week before exams to pass the
exams. It is not good. I also worked harder before exams, but I knew what I want (to
learn) in the daily study. Some (young) Chinese students do not even they are still in the
stage of foundation building. I suggest INTO USF provides them an introduction of
independent learning, including how to expand knowledge, what to do, and how to study
independently with stages. (John)
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Because system of education Chinese students experience in China, without parental
supervision and schools and teachers’ strict management, they may become passive learners. The
U.S. educational environment is relaxed by comparison to China’s. Still, students face pressures
of reading, homework, and examination. Additionally, the two countries’ grading systems are
different. Chinese students may encounter challenges as they rely on learning styles and skill
successful in China but which do not adapt well to the U.S. system
INTO USF should provide personalized training about effective learning skills students
from varied populations might employ. After collecting information to determine a students’
learning styles, the organization could provide case study discussions, virtual scenario training,
lectures, or symposiums related to U.S. learning styles and methods, so students better
understanding the academic environment they face and how to adjust their study methodologies
to adapt to this new environment.
Providing Daily Language Training
[Original transcript]
我记得在飞机上有人跟我打招呼，我当时一下子就呆住了不知道如何去回答。我觉
得我们在课堂上学到的英语其实和美国生活当中的英语是完全不一样的。
[English translation]
I remember someone on the plane said hello to me. I was dumbfounded and not knowing
how to reply. The English we have studied in class is different from that used in the U.S.
It makes me pay more attention to communication with classmates. (Helen)
[Original transcript]
我觉得看病是最难的。我带我孩子去打疫苗和看鼻子，完全不知道应该做什么。
[English translation]
I think it is most difficult to see a doctor. When I took my son to get immunized and
check his nose, I didn’t know what to do at all. (John)
From the INTO USF website (https://www.usf.edu/intousf/programs/pathways.aspx), the
Graduate Pathway program provides an "exact program structure and the combination of classes"
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to match the student's previous academic record and future study plan. INTO's definition of
"Graduate Pathway" is a program to give students the academic foundation and essential
language skills to successfully move on to a master's degree (https://www.intostudy.com/engb/universities/university-of-south-florida/programs). However, from John’s perspective:
[Original transcript]
INTO 的桥梁课程,第一点是语言的培训，怎么帮助学生提升英语，这应该是 INTO
的最主要目标。第二个是如何让学生适应美国生活，它在提供这种帮助，可是效果
不好。我更希望 INTO 可以系统化的提升锻炼学生的语言，比如把国际学生组成不
同的小组强化和训练口语发音和听力，以及美国日常生活中的一些常用的语言。可
以邀请一些美国的学生或者本地人做一些 party，比如买药 超市 旅游 购物的语
言，提升生活的”实战，”因为这是我们来这里的需求之一，所有生活用语和生活实
战是需要提升。
[English translation]
(My understanding is that) the two purposes for INTO providing this Pathway program
should be first, language training (which can) help the students improve English. I think it
is the primary objective of INTO. Second, it should help the students adapt to American
life. INTO USF is providing this kind of help, but the effect is not very good. I prefer that
INTO (USF) could improve the students' language proficiency systematically. For
instance, they could divide international students into groups to intensify training on
pronunciation, listening, and common expressions in daily life. Or having parties and
inviting some American students or locals to communicate and express when we buy
medicine, go to the supermarket, travel, and go shopping. (We need to) improve our
everyday language skills in order to adapt to real-world experience.

The INTO USF offers the Pathway program to students whose GPA and English test
scores are lower than the university’s admission criteria as well as to students who need language
training. The organization should realize their target student population face more life challenges
than do directly admitted students. According Maslow's Hierarchy of Basic Needs
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs ), the first and most basic level
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is "physical survival" in which people rely on food, drink, shelter, sleep, and oxygen to survive.
Therefore, training daily language skills is essential.
Promoting Student Services Support
[Original transcript]
有一些事情是大家都很好奇而且不知道的是我们的保险。因为我们在来之前，我只
知道美国的牙医很贵，但是我不知道我的保险是不涵盖牙医的。所以我觉得在这方
面，INTO 应该在保险方面提供更多信息，比如你需要叫救护车，那救护车的费
用？以及如果保险不涵盖牙医，那么学生是不是需要单独去买牙医的保险。如果去
看眼医是否需要单独的保险，这一块的解释不明确。我觉得 INTO USF 的保险办公
室应该和学生解释这些细节，因为我们的文化完全不一样。
[English translation]
There were things we were curious about and did not know, such as our insurance.
Before we came, I only knew it is very expensive to see a dentist in the U.S., but I did not
know that my insurance did not cover dental care. I think in this regard, INTO should
provide more information. For example, if we call an ambulance, who is going to pay for
it? If our insurance does not cover dental care, do we need to get one separately? Do we
need separate insurance for vision care? It was not explained clearly. I thought INTO
USF's insurance office should explain the details to us because we have a different
culture. (Helen)
Overall, the participants were happy with the support they received from student services.
They reported one issue - health insurance - needs clarification. Because of the different social
security mechanisms, China's medical insurance system is simpler and clearer. Although Chinese
people pay the deductible and make a copayment, they make the payment before they are treated.
Therefore, they know in advance the amount they will expend and the amount they will be
reimbursed.
There is a joke among Chinese students. A Chinese girl fell while walking on the street in
the U.S. She tried her best to tell people around her, "Don't call the ambulance," before she
fainted. Many Chinese students believe that seeing a doctor in the U.S. is expensive, even with
health insurance, and they cannot understand the bill they receive later. They do not know health
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insurance does not cover vision and dental care. My participants suggested Student Services
Department provide a special USF health insurance seminar or give students detailed insurance
information in different languages.
Implications
By understanding the messages in the participants’ stories, we learn of their thoughts and
perspectives about American teachers and students, the educational system, culture, and society.
As the largest international student group within the U.S., Chinese students are silent, but have
unique insights. They are overlooked in the classroom, but most of them study hard and expect
higher academic achievement. While to an observer, it appears they prefer to interact with other
Chinese students, they desire to integrate into American society.
The findings I derived by analyzing the stories, reveal the academic and co-curricular
support these Chinese international students expected to receive from the Graduate Pathway
program. Their perspectives and recommendations have implications for practice in the INTO
USF program.
Language training institutes can better understand the language learning expectation that
Chinese students have, which include a basic requirement for teachers who teach language
courses to speak English well, thoughts on the progression of the course, need for flexibility in
language courses, and desire for daily conversation practice. Language institutes should adjust
the course target, objective, and content to better support Chinese international students' high
expectations for language development learning.
Participants identified a need for professional development. These Chinese students
lacked training about how to access and use university resources. They do not know who to ask
for help or are unwilling to ask for help because of cultural differences. However, they pay
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attention to the school's media news, which might be used to provide more resources and
learning tools.
The participants' experiences should help leadership, staff, and faculty ask more
questions about the services they provide. For example, in what way can Chinese students’
academic learning skills be improved and what resources more accurately address their specific
needs? In what way can higher education institutions help Chinese students build networks with
their American classmates? What kind of assistance can help Chinese students achieve their
academic and career goals?
Suggestions for Future Research
While findings from this study are limited to this small interview group’s living and
learning experiences and challenges, there are also implications for potential research to examine
the findings in a broader range.
There are differences between undergraduate and graduate students. One difference
reported by Woolley (2002) was undergraduate students' lives are full of uncertainty, transition,
and change, while graduate students already experienced but overcame the same types of
changes. Since the Undergraduate Pathway Program's student population is diverse, conducting
future research with the younger Chinese group may help the university and language training
institute better understand their needs.
The three participants in this study are between 25 to 44 years old. The participant who
has more work experience and higher educational background provided different thoughts about
academic expectation, resource utilizing, and learning style than the younger participants did.
Additionally, he was the only participant who brought his dependent, a son, with him to the U.S.
He might face co-curricular environmental concerns different from those of the other
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participants. Future researchers might interview Graduate Pathway Chinese international
students of varied ages.
In this study, I only included one female but two male participants, so I recommend
research that considers issues related to genders. Different from the participants in studies I
included in my literature review, all the participants in my study barely mentioned the influence
of their families. Future researchers might explore how family backgrounds affect the
experiences of the Chinese students.
All the participants in this study mentioned their discomfort building networks with their
American classmates due different understandings about respecting the teacher, classroom
cultures, and academic study styles. Researchers might build on these findings to determine the
solutions.
Starting in the Fall 2020 term, USF provided a mix of face-to-face, hybrid and online
courses for students (https://www.usf.edu/coronavirus/updates/07-24-fall-course-schedulereleased.aspx). According to the "Frequently Asked Questions for SEVP Stakeholders about
COVID-19," which was issued on August 7, 2020
(https://www.ice.gov/doclib/coronavirus/covid19faq.pdf), international students may select any
combination of in-person and online courses within the U.S. or all online courses outside of the
U.S. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, thousands of international students left the U.S. and
continued their studies remotely.
According to the fall 2020 INTO USF internal report, most initial and continuing
Pathway students attended the fall term online. Even most students who remained in the U.S
registered for fall are online or hybrid courses. Today, we do not know whether we can win our
fight against the Coronavirus disease or when the schools will return to normal operations.
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Suppose offshore learning becomes a long-term teaching method from necessity. How would it
transform classes currently offered as face-to-face classes if they became online course
offerings? Researchers might find the provision of remote services, the improvement of
university technical support, and maintenance of immigration status significant to explore and
discuss.
Researcher Reflections
In 2016, I accomplished my second dream when the USF World Office of International
Services hired me. As an international student who had many prior experiences, I was excited.
Finally, I could help the same population I represent. In my first year, I communicated with
Chinese students in Chinese, if necessary; I went to other offices translate for Chinese students, I
showed international students how to complete complex questionnaire answers to avoid
mistakes, and using my free time, I compiled instructions for students, making them as simple as
possible and including pictures.
Over time, I discovered my efforts were not helping these students at all. Students who
needed me for translation work in 2016 still sought my help in 2017. As more Chinese students
learned I speak Chinese, they flocked to my office with various documents from other
departments and even with their homework assignments. I also saw the same group of students
who progressed from one level to another level and were requested to complete similar
questionnaires, yet they still had no idea how to fill in the answers.
I started to think about what I could do to provide real help to our international students.
China has an old saying "授人以鱼不如授人以渔《淮南子·说林训》" [Give a person a fish,
and you help him one day; teach a person to fish, and you help him for a lifetime.]. Looking back
on my experience, I am surprised how much I accomplished because I did not have a role model
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to follow. I relied on step-by-step changes. During orientation, I told Chinese students t I could
speak Chinese, but their purpose was to learn English and integrate into this English
environment. I let student assistants who speak English help complete the check-in session. I
took students to other offices whenever necessary, but I waited outside the door.
After I returned to the main office in 2019, my daily changed. The international students I
face include more than 6,000 new admits and enrolled students from different countries. This
year, COVID-19 turned my work method from meeting students face-to-face to meeting them
online. I am worried because I know international students will feel uncomfortable talking
through phones due to the language barriers and the lack of body language.
Fortunately, USF pays attention to the international student population and has developed
and implemented effective preliminary processes. The staff members can use Microsoft Teams
to virtually "meet" the students. Library personnel updated online resources and provided writing
assistance up to three times a week. Our office staff adjusted our services. For example, students
can request an appointment with the advisor online. Our director provides a virtual Q&A session
once a week so students can join in the Teams meeting to ask questions.
Although COVID-19 disrupted our lives, and I saw many international students return to
their home countries to continue their studies remotely. In this particular case, I think this is the
right choice—keeping healthy is most important. Just as I insisted on achieving my dream a few
years ago, I look forward to seeing the light come back to this country and international student
return to the U.S.
Contributions of the Study
To better understand study abroad experiences and challenges of Chinese international
students, I conducted a qualitative study to examine their narratives of their experiences. I used
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interviews to collect three participants' stories, and I used thematic analysis to analyze data as
this method might explore the substance of participants’ experiences and determine what motifs
were present in the stories and what types of stories were told (Allen, 2017). By sharing my
personal experiences when I presented my findings, I emphasized the commonalities and
differences between the participants’ and my experiences and maximized the insight gained
about a subject.
The participants were enrolled in the Graduate Pathway program for more than one
semester, so they had more experiences to share than new students might. No participant was
enrolled in a degree-seeking program at the time of my interviews. So, they provided accurate
descriptions of their experiences specific to the Pathway program, which is like a bridge for
international students to cross and enter the university’s “door.”
Participants' understandings of their Graduate Pathway program achievements could help
this program provide assistance better matched to students’ needs. More than half of participants’
stories were related to instructional style. When these three Chinese students praised the
American education system and teaching methods, they also mentioned differences in students'
connections with diverse courses. For example, students from the same country were staying
closer with each other in language training courses than specialized courses.
"Culture shock" was another topic that appeared in these three students' stories. Most of
the participants believed both that they faced different challenges, and they would only be able to
meet these challenges by themselves. In their stories, they related details about the challenges
they faced in the teaching system, educational method, learning methods, and language barriers.
It is important that American education better understands the real challenges these Chinese
international students faced.
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All three participants chose to tell their stories in Chinese so that they could speak their
true and complete feelings without a language barrier. Their voices are significant to helping the
Graduate Pathway program at USF better understand the experiences of these students. With the
diversity of international students attending American higher education institutions and perhaps
attending language training institutes similar to the Graduate Pathway program, the voices of the
three Chinese international students who participated in this study illustrate the importance of
seeking and listening to international students’ stories of their experiences. It is their voices that
will help American colleges and universities better understand the academic and social supports
international students need to assist them in achieving academic success.
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Appendix A: Pilot Study Interview Questions

1. What is your name? How old are you? How long have you been here?
2. What is your highest diploma in China?
3. Which major are you studying now?
4. How long time you have been here?
5. Was INTO USF your first choice?
6. Where did you find the information about INTO USF? Did you find a third party, like an
agency?
7. Does this agency provide many choices for you?
8. Why you finally chose INTO USF?
9. What was your first feeling when you came to INTO USF? When did you arrive here?
10. Do you remember what happened in the first week?
11. Do you remember what happened in the first week of class?
12. What was your feeling about the first week of the class?
13. What are the differences in first week between INTO USF and Chinese school?
14. What is your stress level? 1- 10, 1 is the lowest and 10 is the highest. Why?
15. Did you prepare to face this situation before you came here?
16. What is the size of the US classroom?
17. What classroom activities you always participate? What do you like? What do you not like?
18. Do you prefer to work with Chinese students, American students, or others?
19. In which way do you prefer to get answer?
20. What the differences of classroom culture between two countries? Such as classroom size,
classroom activities, how to communicate to teacher and classmates, and homework.
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21. In what way do you approach to do homework?
22. What is the most important part to write an American paper? Why?
23. Overall, which classroom culture between two countries you prefer? Why?
24. What are different learning approaches between two countries?
25. What motivates you to learn?
26. How do you know you learned something?
27. Do you make friends here?
28. Do you attend activities here? If so, what activities do you like? What activities do you not
like?
29. What off-school activities are different between two countries?
30. Is there anything you want to tell INTO?
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Appendix B: Recruitment Letter

Hello, my name is Lu Norstrand, a Ph.D. student in Department of Leadership,
Counseling, Adult, Career and Higher Education at College of Education, University of South
Florida. I am currently working on my Ph.D.’s dissertation with the topic “An Exploration of
Chinese International Students’ Narratives of Their Experiences in a Graduate Pathway
Program.” The purpose of this study is to gain insight into the experiences of three Chinese
students in a Graduate Pathway program at a public, four-year university in the Southeastern
U.S.
You are invited to participant this study because you are original from Chinese mainland,
is currently studying in the Graduate Pathway program at INTO USF and has been there for
more than one semester. The data collection will include two phases: two 45 minutes face-toface interviews and a clarification review of the translation, if needed. Your participation is
voluntary. There is no cost or benefit to participate. You do not have to participate and may stop
your participation at any time.
Please let me know if you are interested.
Thank you for your time.

Lu Norstrand
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Appendix D: Adult Consent

Informed Consent to Participate in Research Involving Minimal Risk
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
Title: An Exploration of Chinese International Students’ Narratives of Their Experiences in a Graduate
Pathway Program
STUDY000267

Overview: You are being asked to take part in a research study. The information in this
document should help you to decide if you would like to participate. The sections in this
Overview provide the basic information about the study. More detailed information is provided
in the remainder of the document.
Study Staff: This study is being led by Lu Norstrand who is a Ph.D. student in Department of
Leadership, Counseling, Adult, Career and Higher Education at College of Education, University
of South Florida. This person is called the Principal Investigator. She is being guided in this
research by Dr. Judith Ponticell. Other approved research staff may act on behalf of the Principal
Investigator.
Study Details: This study is being conducted at University of South Florida. The purpose of the
study is to gain insight into the experiences of three Chinese students in a Graduate Pathway
program at a public four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. The research includes two 45minute interviews and a clarify interview.
Subjects: You are being asked to take part because you are an international Chinese student and
you have been studying at INTO USF Graduate Pathway program for more than one semester.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation is voluntary. You do not have to participate and may
stop your participation at any time. There will be no penalties or loss of benefits or opportunities
if you do not participate or decide to stop once you start. Your decision to participate or not to
participate will not affect your job status, employment record, employee evaluations, or
advancement opportunities. Your decision to participate or not to participate will not affect your
student status, course grade, recommendations, or access to future courses or training
opportunities.
Benefits, Compensation, and Risk: There is no cost to participate. You will not be compensated
for your participation. This research is considered minimal risk. Minimal risk means that study
risks are the same as the risks you face in daily life.
Confidentiality: Even if we publish the findings from this study, we will keep your study
information private and confidential. Anyone with the authority to look at your records must
keep them confidential.

Why are you being asked to take part?
The purpose of the study is to gain insight into the experiences of three Chinese students in a
Graduate Pathway program at a public four-year university in the Southeastern U.S. The research
questions guiding the study are: How do you describe your academic experiences in a Graduate
Pathway program in the U.S.? How do you describe differences in your learning experiences
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between the U.S. and China? How do you describe your co-curricular experiences in a Graduate
Pathway program in the U.S.?

Study Procedures:
This study will be conducted in English. The author will collect data in two phases: two 45
minutes face-to-face interviews and a clarification review of the translation, if needed. Interviews
will be recorded using a recorder. After each interview, the author will upload the audio
recordings for transcription, using a software program such as Speech to Text, Transcribe or
Dragon Naturally Speaking. Introduction part and other communications will be in English. The
questions will be asked in English. You can tell your stories with the language you prefer
(English or Chinese). The author will also observe you during the interviews, noting your
expressions, hesitations, and other indicators that will help in the data analysis process. In
addition to the audio recording, the author will take personal notes about the interview.
Audio recordings will be transcribed to text with the original language of the interviews. If the
text is not in English, the author is going to send the audio recording to the “Ph.D. Assistance”
group (http://www.phdassistance.com/) for professional translating by certified interpreters at
their academic lab. Interview recordings will be deleted right away after the transcription is
complete. The English transcription will be sent back to you for reviewing by email.
Although the author will collect names, phone numbers, email address, and WeChat (a
messaging and social media app) information from you, all names of participants will be
removed, and pseudonyms in the study. The author is going to keep interview transcriptions
separately from all identifying information. Electronic data and interview records are in a
password-protected personal laptop and uploaded into a Box.com account.

Total Number of Subjects
The participant-seeking process will be terminated until three participants complete their
interviews.

Alternatives / Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study. You should only take part in this study if
you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is any pressure to take part in the study.
You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any time. There will be no penalty or
loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in this study. Decision to
participate or not to participate will not affect your student status (course grade) or job status.

Benefits
You will receive no benefit(s) by participating in this research study.

Risks or Discomfort
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this
study are the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who
take part in this study.

Costs
It will not cost you anything to take part in the study

Privacy and Confidentiality
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We will do our best to keep your records private and confidential. We cannot guarantee absolute
confidentiality. Your personal information may be disclosed if required by law. Certain people
may need to see your study records. These individuals include:
The research team, including the Principal Investigator, study coordinator, and all other research
staff.
Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study. For example,
individuals who provide oversight on this study may need to look at your records. This is done to
make sure that we are doing the study in the right way. They also need to make sure that we are
protecting your rights and your safety.
Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research. This includes
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) and the Office for Human Research
Protection (OHRP).
The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and its related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, and staff in USF Research Integrity and Compliance.
Your information or samples collected as part of the research, even if identifiers are removed,
will NOT be used or distributed for future research studies.
We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your name. We will
not publish anything that would let people know who you are.

What if new information becomes available about the study?
During the course of this study, we may find more information that could be important to you.
This includes information that, once learned, might cause you to change your mind about being
in this study. We will notify you as soon as possible if such information becomes available.

You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints.
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, call Lu Norstrand at 813598-4166. If you have questions about your rights, complaints, or issues as a person taking part
in this study, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638 or contact by email at RSCH-IRB@usf.edu.

Consent to Take Part in Research
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.
_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study
Date

_______________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study
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Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent and Research
Authorization
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from
their participation. I confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to
explain this research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This
research subject has provided legally effective informed consent.

_______________________________________________________________
_______________
Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent Date

_______________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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Appendix F: Translation Agreement
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Appendix G: Translation Certificate
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